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Abstract
We consider the type IIB Green-Schwarz superstring theory on AdS2 × S2 × T 6 sup-
ported by homogeneous Ramond–Ramond 5–form flux and its type IIA T–duals. One
motivation is to understand the solution of this theory based on integrability. This
background is a limit of a 1/4 supersymmetric supergravity solution describing four in-
tersecting D3–branes and represents a consistent embedding of AdS2 × S2 into critical
superstring theory. Its AdS2 × S2 part with corresponding fermions can be described by
a classically integrable PSU(1, 1|2)/SO(1, 1)× U(1) supercoset sigma–model. We point
out that since the RR 5–form field has non–zero components along the 6–torus direc-
tions one cannot, in general, factorize the 10d superstring theory into the supercoset
part plus 6 bosons and 6 additional massless fermions. Still, we demonstrate that the
full superstring model (i) is classically integrable, at least to quadratic order in fermions,
and (ii) admits a consistent classical truncation to the supercoset part. Following the
analogy with other integrable backgrounds and starting with the finite-gap equations of
the PSU(1, 1|2)/SO(1, 1)×U(1) supercoset we propose a set of asymptotic Bethe ansatz
equations for a subset of the quantum string states.
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1 Introduction
Recent remarkable progress in exact solution of the maximally supersymmetric case of AdS/CFT
duality (see, e.g., [1]) suggests applying similar integrability-based methods to other AdS/CFT
systems. We are going to concentrate on the AdS2×S2 background, whose string sigma model,
we will argue, is completely integrable. The role of AdS2×S2 as the near–horizon geometry of
extremal 4d Reissner–Nordstro¨m black holes emphasizes the importance of understanding the
corresponding AdS2/CFT1 duality [2]. There is a long and still unresolved controversy about
the meaning of the corresponding “CFT1” (a large N superconformal quantum–mechanical
system or a chiral “half” of a 2d CFT) [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. One may hope to shed light on this issue
by starting from the AdS2 side, solving the corresponding string theory for any value of the
radius or effective tension and re–interpreting the solution in terms of some dual CFT.
The first step is to embed the AdS2 × S2 background into critical 10d superstring theory.
Requiring that the bosonic part of the string sigma model should be exactly AdS2 × S2 × T 6
excludes embeddings with NS–NS flux.1 The relevant RR–flux embedding into type IIB string
theory is based on the 1/4 supersymmetric background describing four intersecting D3–branes
[11]. Its “near–horizon” limit is AdS2 × S2 × T 6 supported, like in the AdS5 × S5 case, by a
homogeneous self–dual 5–form flux. One may also consider a T–dual type IIA background,
e.g., the one based on a superposition of three D4–branes and one D0–brane; in that case the
AdS2 × S2 × T 6 space is supported by a combination of 4–form and 2–form fluxes but should
lead to an equivalent string theory.2 The spectrum of the corresponding BPS supergravity
fluctuation modes was discussed in [17, 18, 14, 19].
A natural framework for a superstring theory on a RR background such as AdS2×S2×T 6 is
the Green-Schwarz (GS) formalism. The GS action is in principle defined on any supergravity
background [20], although constructing it explicitly, in general, is a technically complicated
problem. One needs to know the exact form of all background superfields, which can be
reconstructed from the bosonic fields by solving the supergravity constraints order by order in
fermions. The expressions quickly become complicated making this direct approach impractical
in the absence of extra symmetries. In the AdS5 × S5 case these difficulties were effectively
bypassed [21] by observing that the GS action is equivalent to a supercoset sigma model on
PSU(2, 2|4)/SO(1, 4)× SO(5).
Following the analogy with the construction in [21] and taking into account that the su-
perisometries of the AdS2 × S2 background form the PSU(1, 1|2) supergroup, ref. [22] found
a formal 4d GS superstring action for the supercoset PSU(1, 1|2)/SO(1, 1) × U(1). A corre-
sponding worldsheet N=2 superconformal analog based on the “standard” supercoset form of
the action (with a quadratic kinetic term for the fermionic current which is absent from the
GS action) was constructed in [23] where the Z4-structure of the supercoset and a local form
of the Wess–Zumino term were pointed out. In addition to the supercoset part, the action of
1One may formally embed the 4d extremal RN black hole into 10d string theory using a 6d bosonic NS–NS
background which reduces in the near–horizon limit to (an orbifold of) an SL(2, R)× SU(2) WZW model [7]
but in this case the AdS2 × S2 coordinates will be coupled to 2 extra compact bosonic coordinates. The same
applies to various T–dual backgrounds [8] and to similar heterotic string embeddings of AdS2 × S2 [9, 10].
2There are also other T-dual cases, e.g. a D4D4D2D2 configuration with M5M5M2M2 as its 11d supergravity
lift [8, 11] (see also [12, 13, 14]). One may also consider 10d embeddings of AdS2 × S2 with T 6 replaced by a
Calabi–Yau space [15, 16].
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[23] included an N = 2 superconformal theory on CY3 (or T
6) with 6 worldsheet fermions,
which is completely decoupled from the supercoset sigma–model. As we shall comment later,
the relation of this “hybrid” model to the AdS2 × S2 × T 6 GS superstring remains an open
issue.
The PSU(1, 1|2)/SO(1, 1)× U(1) supercoset sigma–model was interpreted in [22] as a 4d
kappa–symmetry invariant GS superstring action in the AdS2 × S2 background supported by
a RR 2–form flux. This supercoset action can be viewed as a direct (classical–level) truncation
of the AdS5×S5 superstring theory with only 4 bosons and 8 fermions kept non–zero and has
several remarkable features. The Z4–structure [23] of the superalgebra psu(1, 1|2) implies [24]
that this theory is also classically integrable [25] and, in addition, self–dual under the fermionic
T-duality [26, 27]. In fact, its classical integrable structure is essentially equivalent to that of
the N = 2 supersymmetric sine–Gordon theory [28] as the latter is its Pohlmeyer reduction
[29].
As for the quantum level, the rigid symmetry structure of this supercoset GS sigma–model
implies that it should be UV finite, like its hybrid cousin in [23], and thus define a 2d conformal
theory. Its one-loop beta-function was indeed shown to vanish [30] due to the vanishing Killing
form of the psu(1, 1|2) superalgebra. There is, however, an obvious problem with interpreting
the coset sigma-model as a critical string theory. The standard central charge count in a
critical flat–space GS theory is (see, e.g., [31]): ctot = (nb + 2) − 26 + 12 × 4 × nf where
nb and nf are the numbers of physical bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom. While for
the 10d superstring one has nb = nf = 8 implying ctot = 0 for the 4d GS string one gets
ctot = (2 + 2) − 26 + 12 × 4 × 2 = −18. One may try to cancel the central charge deficit by
adding extra decoupled bosons and fermions but while this may be straightforward in the NSR
framework it is not clear a priori how this can be consistently implemented in the GS case. An
alternative is to use the “hybrid” model of [23] but as mentioned its equivalence to the critical
10d superstring theory remains an open question.
In this paper we propose to start directly with a critical 10d superstring theory defined
in the AdS2 × S2 × T 6 background supported by RR flux and explore its relation to the
above supercoset theory. Since, e.g., in the type IIB embedding [11] the F5 flux has non–zero
components along the T 6 directions3 the toroidal string coordinates do not a priori decouple
from the GS fermions. This non-decoupling of the “flat directions” sets the AdS2 × S2 × T 6
case apart from the previously studied coset-type critical-string backgrounds, where additional
degrees of freedom could be either completely eliminated (AdS4×CP 3) or decoupled (AdS3×
S3 × T 4) from the coset by an appropriate choice of kappa-symmetry gauge. Contrary to
what one might expect, in the present case it will not be possible to represent the world-sheet
sigma-model as a direct sum of the PSU(1, 1|2)/SO(1, 1) × U(1) supercoset and additional
free bosonic and fermionic modes. However, as we will show later, the GS action admits a
reduction to the supercoset theory in a weaker sense as a classically consistent truncation.
The mixing between the coset and flat directions of T 6 may cast doubts on the potential
integrability of the model, beyond the coset truncation. We shall find that quite remarkably
the full superstring theory in the supersymmetric AdS2 × S2 × T 6 backgrounds is also classi-
cally integrable. Following [32] we shall construct the Lax connection (to quadratic order in
3The T 6 components of the corresponding energy–momentum tensor of F5 are of course equal to zero.
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fermions) from the components of the conserved currents of the full GS action. We will show
that the flatness condition for this Lax connection is equivalent to the full set of equations of
motion of the GS superstring, thus proving classical integrability of the string sigma-model.
If integrability is not spoiled at the quantum level, the theory may eventually be solvable by
Bethe ansatz techniques.
As a first step towards the exact solution, we derive the classical counterpart of the Bethe
equations that describe finite–gap classical solutions of the supercoset sigma–model. Under the
assumption that the supercoset truncation goes through also at the level of massive quantum
states with large quantum numbers we propose a set of asymptotic Bethe equations for part
of the quantum spectrum of the theory. We shall also discuss some preliminary consistency
checks of integrability based on a 1-loop semiclassical expansion.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we shall start with the action of a D = 10
GS superstring in a general symmetric–space background supported by RR fluxes written to
quadratic order in fermions and find the conditions for its classical integrability to this order
by constructing a candidate Lax connection in terms of the Noether isometry currents.
In Section 3 we shall consider explicit examples of type IIA and type IIB backgrounds with
AdS2×S2×T 6 supported by RR fluxes and verify that the conditions for classical integrability
of the corresponding GS superstring action are satisfied, at least to quadratic order in fermions.
In Section 4 we show that the type II GS string action for the AdS2×S2×T 6 backgrounds
preserving eight supersymmetries can be consistently truncated, at the classical level, to the
PSU(1, 1|2)/SO(1, 1)×U(1) supercoset GS sigma–model with AdS2×S2 as bosonic part and
eight fermionic modes. We shall first show this to quadratic order in fermions and then extend
the argument to all orders.
In Section 5 we shall consider two inequivalent BMN limits of the superstring action: When
the center of mass (c.o.m.) of the string is moving along a big circle of S2 or when it moves
both in S2 and in S1 ⊂ T 6. The first case corresponds to the BPS vacuum state of the theory
and preserves 1/2 of the original supersymmetry. The unbroken supersymmetry can be recast
in the 2d form, and leads to the Bose-Fermi degeneracy of the BMN modes. The non-coset
degrees of freedom remain massless in this limit. In the second case the gauge–fixed sigma–
model does not have effective 2d supersymmetry, and the degeneracy is lifted. Moreover, some
of the ‘non–supercoset’ fermions acquire mass in this case.
In Section 6 we shall first review the classical Bethe equations describing finite gap solutions
of the PSU(1, 1|2)/SO(1, 1)× U(1) supercoset model [33] and then propose a set of quantum
asymptotic Bethe equations that potentially describe the spectrum of the string in the light-
cone gauge associated with the supersymmetric BMN geodesic. These equations, however,
only describe a subset of the massive states and do not capture the massless, non-coset degrees
of freedom.
In Section 7 we discuss various semiclassical string solutions in AdS2×S2× T 6 and clarify
the validity of the assumption of decoupling of the AdS2 × S2 sector.
There are several Appendices describing our notation, the structure of the (enlarged)
psu(1, 1|2) superalgebra and properties of Killing vectors on symmetric spaces. In Appendix
D we also provide details of the derivation of the classical string equations of motion from the
flatness of the Lax connection constructed in Section 2.
3
2 GS superstrings in RR backgrounds and their
classical integrability
A particular feature of GS superstrings propagating in supersymmetric backgrounds whose
geometry is a direct product of an AdS space with compact manifolds is that (at least part
of) their dynamics can often be described by certain supercoset sigma–models whose isometry
superalgebras have a Z4–grading. For example, the PSU(2, 2|4)/SO(1, 4) × SO(5) sigma–
model defines the maximally supersymmetric type IIB AdS5 × S5 superstring theory [21].
Also, an OSp(6|4)/SO(1, 3)× U(3) sigma–model with 24 supersymmetries [34, 35] represents
the type IIA AdS4×CP 3 superstring in those sectors where a partial kappa–symmetry gauge
fixing is allowed to reduce the complete GS action to the OSp(6|4)/SO(1, 3) × U(3) sigma–
model one containing 24 worldsheet fermions [34, 36, 37, 38].
In the case of an AdS3×S3×T 4 background supported by RR 3-form flux which preserves
16 out of the 32 possible supersymmetries4, one can reduce the GS action to a sigma–model
on the supercoset PSU(1, 1|2) × PSU(1, 1|2)/SU(1, 1) × SU(2) (which has AdS3 × S3 as its
bosonic subspace) plus the decoupled free bosonic sector on T 4 [39]. To this end one should
completely gauge fix the kappa–symmetry by eliminating 16 of the 32 fermionic modes of the
10d GS superstring in an appropriate way. For some “singular” classical string configurations
(e.g., when the string does not wind or move in T 4) such kappa–symmetry gauge fixing is
inadmissible. In such special cases there are physical fermionic degrees of freedom which are
not part of the supercoset sigma–model and to take them into account one should start with
the complete 10d GS superstring action.
The situation turns out to be more complicated in the case of AdS2×S2×T 6 backgrounds.
The GS sigma–model on PSU(1, 1|2)/SO(1, 1)×U(1) = Super(AdS2×S2) [22] indeed possesses
a Z4–grading [23] and is thus classically integrable [24], much like the GS sigma-models on
AdS5 × S5, AdS4 × CP 3 and AdS3 × S3 × T 4. The crucial difference is in the number of
preserved supersymmetries. The psu(1, 1|2) superalgebra has only 8 supercharges, compared
to 32 for AdS5 × S5, 24 for AdS4 × CP 3 and 16 for AdS3 × S3 × T 4. As a result, the 16-
parametric kappa–symmetry of the GS action is not sufficient to gauge away the additional
32 − 8 = 24 worldsheet fermions associated with broken 10d supersymmetries. At least 8 of
the broken-symmetry fermions will remain in the physical spectrum of the string, and will link
the decoupled, at first sight, T 6 sector to the coset.
Since extra, non-coset degrees of freedom cannot be gauged away and do not decouple, the
integrability of the supercoset is not sufficient to prove the integrability of the full theory which
includes the fermions associated with broken supersymmetries. To analyze integrability, we
will follow an alternative approach, proposed for the type IIA superstring action on AdS4×CP 3
[32]. In this approach, the Lax connection is constructed directly from the Noether currents of
the full superstring action without requiring that the string sigma–model has a coset structure.
We will demonstrate that (at least up to the second order in all the 32 fermions) the type II
D = 10 GS superstring propagating in AdS2 × S2 × T 6 background (supported by type IIA
4This background can be regarded as a particular limit of an AdS3×S3×S3×S1 background in which one
S3 is “re–decompactified” into T 3. The AdS3 ×S3 ×S3 ×S1 backgrounds are associated with the supercosets
D(1, 2;α) ×D(1, 2;α)/SO(1, 2) × SO(3) × SO(3), where D(1, 2;α) is an exceptional supergroup (see [39] for
more details and references).
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or type IIB RR fluxes) is classically integrable. Thus the integrability still applies despite
the fact that the integrable PSU(1, 1|2)/SO(1, 1)×U(1) sigma–model cannot give a complete
description of the GS superstring in the AdS2 × S2 × T 6 case.
We shall also show that in the non–supersymmetric AdS2 × S2 × T 6 backgrounds which
are obtained from the supersymmetric ones by changing signs of some components of the RR
fluxes, the same prescription for the construction of the Lax connection fails already at the
quadratic order in fermions.
In this section we will consider a D = 10 GS superstring in a generic superbackground with
non–zero RR fluxes5 whose bosonic subspace is a symmetric space. We will derive relations that
should be satisfied by components of the Noether currents of the background superisometries
in order to be able to construct from them a zero–curvature Lax connection, up to the second
order in fermions. We then show that the type II superstrings in the AdS2×S2×T 6 backgrounds
satisfy these requirements and hence are classically integrable, at least to quadratic order in
fermions.
To construct a complete Lax connection to all orders in fermions one should know the
explicit form of the full GS superstring action. A derivation of such an explicit form of the
GS action in a D = 10 superbackground which is not maximally supersymmetric turns out to
be a technically complicated problem. So far it has been solved only for two cases which can
be obtained by double dimensional reduction of the supermembrane action in corresponding
D = 11 maximally supersymmetric backgrounds: a locally flat one and AdS4 × S7. They
correspond to, respectively, the type IIA superstring in a 7–brane background with a magnetic
RR flux [40] and to the type IIA superstring in the AdS4 × CP 3 superbackground [36] (the
latter is the extension to superspace of the Hopf fibration realization of the D = 11 supergravity
solution [41, 42, 43]).
2.1 GS superstrings in RR backgrounds, equations of motion and
conserved currents
The action for the GS superstring in a bosonic supergravity background (with zero NS–NS
flux and constant dilaton φ) has the following form up to quadratic order in fermions [44, 45]
6
S = −T
∫ (
1
2
∗ eAeA + i ∗ eA ΘΓADΘ− ieA ΘΓAΓˆDΘ
)
, (2.1)
where eA(X) (A = 0, 1, · · · , 9) are worldsheet pull–backs of the background vielbein one–forms
and
DΘ = (∇− 1
8
eA /FΓA)Θ , (2.2)
5The analysis of the integrability of GS superstrings in backgrounds with NS–NS fluxes turns out to be
more complicated and requires a separate consideration, in particular because in these cases the purely bosonic
NS–NS 2–form contributes to the WZ term of the string action.
6In what follows we shall mainly use the language of 2d differential forms with wedge products understood.
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is the fermionic vielbein to the lowest order in fermions Θ. Here ∇ = d + ω is the covariant
derivative containing the spin connection of the background space–time,
Γˆ =
{
Γ11
σ3
(IIA)
(IIB)
(2.3)
and the coupling to the RR fields is given in terms of the matrix
/F = eφ

−1
2
ΓABΓ11FAB +
1
4!
ΓABCDFABCD
iσ2ΓAFA − 13!σ1ΓABCFABC + i2·5!σ2ΓABCDEFABCDE
(IIA)
(IIB)
(2.4)
in the type IIA and type IIB case, respectively7. We describe the two Majorana–Weyl spinors in
the IIA case as one 32-component Majorana spinor Θ and in the IIB case as two 32-component
Majorana spinors projected onto one chirality Θi (i = 1, 2) by 1
2
(1 + Γ11). The Pauli matrices
σ1, σ2 and σ3 act on the IIB SO(2)–indices i, j = 1, 2 which will be suppressed.
The bosonic equations of motion to the second order in Θ are then
∇
(
∗(eA + iΘΓADΘ) + iΘΓAΓˆDΘ− i
8
∗ eB ΘΓA /FΓBΘ− i8eB ΘΓAΓˆ/FΓBΘ
)
(2.5)
− i
4
∗ eBeE ΘΓBCDΘRCDEA + i4eBeE ΘΓBCDΓˆΘRCDEA = 0 ,
where RCDE
A(X) is the curvature of the D = 10 space, and the fermionic equations (linear in
Θ) are
(∗eA ΓA − eA ΓAΓˆ)DΘ = 0 . (2.6)
If the background has bosonic isometries, generated by Killing vectors KA(X), the worldsheet
model has the corresponding conserved Noether current one–form of the following generic form
(see [32] for more details)
JB = JAKA + JAB∇AKB = eAKA + fermions , (2.7)
where the second term comes from compensating Lorentz transformations of the fermionic
fields Θ. The JA and JAB terms in the current have the following form
JA = eA + iΘΓADΘ− i
8
eB ΘΓA /FΓBΘ + iΘΓ
AΓˆ ∗ DΘ− i
8
∗ eB ΘΓAΓˆ/FΓBΘ , (2.8)
JAB =
1
4
(ΓABΘ)α ∗ iαL = − i
4
eC ΘΓABCΘ +
i
4
∗ eC ΘΓABCΓˆΘ , (2.9)
where L is the superstring Lagrangian in (2.1).
If the background preserves some supersymmetries generated by Killing spinors Ξ(X), there
is also a conserved supersymmetry current on the worldsheet which to linear order in Θ has
the following form
Jsusy =
i
2R
(eA ΘΓAΞ− ∗eA ΘΓAΓˆΞ) , (2.10)
7Our definition of Γ11 and type IIA RR–fluxes differs by a sign from those of [45].
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where the dimension–of–length constant R (which in our case will be the AdS radius) has been
introduced to make the current dimensionless, and Ξ satisfies the Killing spinor equation
∇Ξ− 1
8
eA /FΓAΞ = 0 . (2.11)
As usual, the currents (2.7) and (2.10) are conserved
d ∗ JB = 0, d ∗ Jsusy = 0, (2.12)
provided that the equations of motion (2.5) and (2.6) are satisfied (and vice versa). The
conservation of (2.7) and orthogonality of KA and ∇AKB = [KA, KB] imply that the following
relations must hold separately (see Appendix C for basic relations satisfied by the Killing
vectors of a symmetric space)
(∇ ∗ JAB − ∗J [AeB])KAKB = 0 , (2.13)
∇ ∗ JA − 2RBCDA ∗ JCDeB = 0 . (2.14)
2.2 Lax connection built from conserved currents
In many examples of interest, such as AdS4 × CP 3, AdS2 × S2 × T 6 or AdS3 × S3 × T 4, the
complete target superspace describing the superstring background is not a supercoset manifold,
so the Z4–graded supercoset prescription of ref. [24] for the construction of the Lax connection
does not directly apply. In [32] an alternative prescription was proposed for these cases and
applied to AdS4×CP 3. It uses the conserved currents as building blocks. The Lax connection
has two parts 8
L = LB + LF . (2.15)
The part LB of the Lax connection that corresponds to the bosonic isometries has the following
form (similar to (2.7))
LB = LAKA + LAB∇AKB , (2.16)
where
LA = α1 e
A + α2 ∗ JA, (2.17)
LAB = α22 J
AB + α2(1 + α1) ∗ JAB . (2.18)
The part corresponding to the fermionic isometries is
LF = −α2β1Jsusy + α2β2 ∗ Jsusy . (2.19)
The numerical parameters α1, α2, β1 and β2 are expressed in terms of a single spectral param-
eter by requiring that the Lax connection (2.15) has zero curvature
dL− LL = 0 . (2.20)
8When reduced to the supercoset sigma–model this alternative Lax connection is related to the conventional
one by a superisometry gauge transformation [32].
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In fact, the values of α1 and α2 are determined in terms of the spectral parameter already
by the requirement of integrability of the purely bosonic part of the superstring sigma–model.
One can check that if in (2.16) we put Θ to zero, the Lax connection reduces to its conventional
form for an integrable sigma–model on a symmetric space [46]:
LB|Θ=0 = (α1eA + α2 ∗ eA)KA .
The curvature of this connection vanishes if
α22 = 2α1 + α
2
1 ⇒ α1 =
2x2
1− x2 , α2 = ±
2x
1− x2 , (2.21)
where x is the spectral parameter. When the fermionic fields are non–zero, using the equations
of motion we find that up to the quadratic order in fermions the LB–terms in the curvature
(2.20) proportional to the Killing vectors KA are
(dLB − LBLB)A = 2α2(α22 − 2α1 − α21)RBCDA ∗ JCDeB . (2.22)
We observe that the right-hand-side of (2.22) vanishes when the parameters satisfy eq. (2.21).
The LB–terms of the Lax curvature proportional to the derivative of the Killing vectors ∇AKB
are
(dLB − LBLB)AB = α22
[
∇JAB + (J − e)[AeB]
]
. (2.23)
If the right-hand-side of (2.23) vanishes then LB has zero curvature and may itself play the
role of the Lax connection (i.e. in (2.15) the term LF can be set to zero). An example, when
this happens is an integrable non–supersymmetric GS superstring on AdS4 considered in [32].
In this case there is no supersymmetry Noether current (2.10).
However, in general, the right-hand-side of (2.23) is non–zero. Then we need to show that
these terms in the curvature can be cancelled by adding other terms to the Lax connection.
When the background possesses some supersymmetry these additional terms are built from
the supersymmetry current (2.10) and have the form given in (2.19). This is what happened
in AdS4 × CP 3 [32]. It will be possible to cancel the curvature of the Lax connection by this
mechanism for the AdS2 × S2 × T 6 backgrounds as well.
To see if the curvature term (2.23) can be canceled by contributions from (2.19), let us
compute the curvature of the total Lax connection (2.15) for the parameters α1 and α2 related
by (2.21)
dL− LL = α22(∇JAB + (JA − eA)eB)∇AKB + α22(β22 − β21)J2susy − α2β1dJsusy
+ α2(α1β1 + α2β2)(JBJsusy + JsusyJB)
− α2(α1β2 + α2β1)(JB ∗ Jsusy + ∗JsusyJB) . (2.24)
Now, if
β1 = ∓
√
α1
2
= ± ix√
x2 − 1 , β2 = ±
α2√
2α1
= ∓ i√
x2 − 1 (2.25)
the last term in eq. (2.24) vanishes and the other terms cancel each other provided that
dJsusy = −2(JBJsusy + JsusyJB), (2.26)
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and [∇JAB + (JA − eA)eB]∇AKB = −J2susy . (2.27)
These equations can be viewed as a modified version of the familiar Maurer-Cartan equation
dJ = −2J2, with J = JB + 1√2Jsusy and with some terms proportional to KA removed.
Verifying that eqs. (2.26) and (2.27) hold is therefore enough to demonstrate the integra-
bility at this order. We will see below that just as in the AdS4 × CP 3 case these equations
hold for strings in AdS2× S2× T 6. Let us first compute the left-hand-sides of these equations
in a general RR background. Using the form of the supersymmetry current (2.10) and the
equations of motion we get
dJsusy =
i
8R
(eAeB ΘΓA /FΓBΞ− ∗eAeB ΘΓAΓˆ/FΓBΞ) . (2.28)
Using the form (2.9) of JAB we find that
∇JAB = − i
2
eC ΘΓABC∇Θ + i
2
∗ eC ΘΓABCΓˆ∇Θ
= ie[B ΘΓA]∇Θ− i ∗ e[B ΘΓA]Γˆ∇Θ− i
16
eCeD ΘΓABΓC /FΓDΘ
+
i
16
∗ eCeD ΘΓABΓCΓˆ/FΓDΘ , (2.29)
where we have made use of the equations of motion. We can further rewrite this as
∇JAB + e[A(JB] − eB]) = − i
16
eCeD ΘΓCΓ
AB /FΓDΘ +
i
16
∗ eCeD ΘΓCΓABΓˆ/FΓDΘ . (2.30)
As we have seen, for the Lax–connection curvature (2.24) to vanish the right-hand-side of (2.30)
should be the square of Jsusy and the right-hand-side of (2.28) should be the commutator of
JB with Jsusy. In the next section we will show that this holds for various AdS2 × S2 × T 6
solutions with RR fluxes which preserve eight supersymmetries.
3 Superstrings in AdS2 × S2 × T 6 backgrounds
As we have discussed in the Introduction, there are several solutions of type IIA and type
IIB supergravity with the geometry of AdS2 × S2 × T 6 supported by RR fluxes which are
related by T -duality. Type IIA solutions are also related by dimensional reduction to certain
AdSn×Sk×Tm solutions of D = 11 supergravity which correspond to limits of configurations
of intersecting M2– and M5–branes (that upon compactification describe D = 4 black holes)
[11].
We start from the most symmetric configuration which consists of four intersecting D3-
branes in type IIB string theory. The setup is as follows (with × indicating the directions
along the branes)
AdS2 S
2 T 6
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
D3 × × × ×
D3 × × × ×
D3 × × × ×
D3 × × × ×
(3.1)
9
and the F5–flux is given in (3.18). By performing T-dualities on some of the T
6-directions we
can obtain different solutions. In particular, T–dualizing along one of the T 6 directions, say
y4, gives a configuration with two D2 and two D4-branes and electric and magnetic F4-flux
given in (3.15) in type IIA. Similarly T-dualizing the (456)-directions gives one D0 and three
D4-branes with electric F2-flux and magnetic F4-flux given in (3.2), while T-dualizing the
(789)-directions instead gives one D6 and three D2-branes with magnetic F2-flux and electric
F4-flux given in (3.3).
We will consider these solutions in more detail below and verify explicitly the integrability
of the GS superstring in the IIA background with electric F2 and magnetic F4–flux as well as
in the IIB background with F5–flux to quadratic order in fermions. Since the two backgrounds
are related by T–duality it should of course not be necessary to perform this analysis in both
cases, however we find this worth doing since there are interesting differences between the
two cases in how, for example, the psu(1, 1|2)-algebra is realized. This also gives a useful
consistency check of our results.
3.1 Type IIA AdS2 × S2 × T 6 with F2 and F4 flux
This 1/4 supersymmetric AdS2 × S2 × T 6 solution of type IIA supergravity is supported by
the following combination of the RR 2-form and 4-form fluxes
F2 = −e
−φ
2R
ebeaεab ,
F4 = −e
−φ
2R
ebˆeaˆεaˆbˆJ2 , (3.2)
where φ is the (constant) dilaton9, J2 =
1
2
dyb
′
dya
′
Ja′b′ is the Ka¨hler form
10 on T 6, ε01 = 1, R
is the radius of AdS2 and S
2, and a, b = 0, 1, aˆ, bˆ = 2, 3 and a′, b′ = 4, . . . , 9 are the AdS2, S2
and T 6 indices, respectively.
There is also a solution with the roles of the two fluxes interchanged, i.e.
F2 =
e−φ
2R
ebˆeaˆεaˆbˆ ,
F4 = −e
−φ
2R
ebeaεabJ2 . (3.3)
This solution can be obtained by reduction from the 1/4 supersymmetric D = 11 supergravity
solution AdS2 × S3 × T 6 with the same F4–flux. This is done by realizing S3 as an S1 Hopf
fibration over S2. Dimensionally reducing on this S1 creates an F2–flux proportional to the
Ka¨hler form on S2 ∼ CP 1 similar to what happens in the AdS4×CP 3 case. In a similar way,
the type IIA solution (3.2) is the dimensional reduction of the 1/4 supersymmetric D = 11
supergravity solution AdS3 × S2 × T 6 with F4 = − 12RebˆeaˆεaˆbˆJ2.
9We keep the explicit dependence of fluxes on the constant dilaton to indicate the dependence on the string
coupling constant.
10 Explicitly, if zI , z¯I are holomorphic coordinates on the torus, e.g. z1 = y4 + iy5 etc., we have J2 =
i
2dz¯I ∧ dzI .
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Note that if we change the sign of one of the fluxes in (3.2) or (3.3), the AdS2 × S2 × T 6
space will still be a solution of the supergravity equations of motion, but the supersymmetry
will be completely broken. This supersymmetry breaking is reflected in the form of /F in
(2.4) which will no longer be proportional to a projector. This will also spoil the structure
of the Lax connection discussed in the previous section; in the non–supersymmetric cases we
have not been able to make it have zero curvature since it does not appear to be possible to
cancel the terms on the right–hand–side of eq. (2.23) without a supersymmetry current. This
may indicate that, though the purely bosonic sector of these non–supersymmetric models is
classically integrable, the integrability is spoiled by the fermionic sector.
Let us now consider the structure of the superisometry algebra psu(1, 1|2) of the background
(3.2) and demonstrate that it ensures the vanishing of the curvature of the Lax connection
(2.15) (the analysis of the background (3.3) can be carried out in exactly the same fashion).
For the supersymmetric solution (3.2) the definition of /F in eq. (2.4) gives
/F = − 1
R
γΓ11 +
i
2R
γγ5Γa
′b′Ja′b′ = − 4
R
P8γΓ11 , (3.4)
P8 = 1
8
(2− iJa′b′Γa′b′γ7) , (3.5)
where γ = Γ0Γ1 is the product of AdS2 gamma matrices (so that γ
2 = 1) and γ5 = iΓ0Γ1Γ2Γ3.
Here P8 is a projector which for all the AdS2×S2× T 6 solutions has the following properties:
it commutes with the D = 10 matrices Γa (a = 0, 1) and Γaˆ (aˆ = 2, 3) along the AdS2 × S2
directions, as well as with Γˆ (= Γ11 in the IIA case)
[P8,Γa] = [P8,Γaˆ] = [P8, Γˆ] = 0 , (3.6)
while for Γa
′
with a′ = 4, . . . , 9 along the T 6 directions we have
P8Γa′P8 = 0 . (3.7)
The projector P8 singles out an eight–dimensional supersymmetric subspace of the 32 dimen-
sional fermionic space and is defined in a similar way to the CP 3 case [41, 36] but with the
Ka¨hler form of CP 3 replaced by that of T 6.11
As we shall see, the same projector appears in the psu(1, 1|2) superalgebra of the superi-
sometries and so the extra terms in ∇JAB, eqs. (2.27) and (2.30), are of the required form to
be canceled by the terms coming from J2susy. A conventional form of the psu(1, 1|2) algebra
given in eq. (B.9) of Appendix B differs from what we would like to have in this case by factors
of γ5. A way to cure this is to take a slightly different realization of the gamma matrices in
the algebra (B.9) which, of course, is an automorphism of the algebra. Taking
Γa → iΓaγ5,
Γaˆ → iΓaˆγ5,
Γa
′ → Γa′ (3.8)
11For the case of AdS4×CP 3 we had /F = − 8iR (1−P8)γ5. Note that in AdS4×CP 3 the projector P8 singled
out eight broken supersymmetry fermions.
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together with the redefinition of the charge conjugation matrix C → iCγ5 preserves the Clifford
algebra, symmetry properties of the gamma matrices and the form of the projector P8. The
commutators involving Q = P8Q in the psu(1, 1|2) algebra (B.9) now become
[PA, Q] =
1
2R
QγΓ11ΓAP8 , [MAB, Q] = −1
2
QΓABP8
{Q,Q} = 2i(P8ΓAP8)PA + iR
2
(P8ΓABγΓ11P8)RABCDMCD , (3.9)
and have the required form since they contain /F ∝ P8γΓ11.
The relations between the Killing vectors KA and the Killing spinors Ξ and the generators
of the algebra are12
KA = kPAk
−1, iCγΓ11Ξ = kQk−1 (3.10)
∇AKB = −1
2
RAB
CDkMCDk
−1 , (3.11)
where k(x) is a coset element of SO(1, 2) × SU(2)/SO(1, 1) × U(1) and the Killing vectors
Ka′ = Pa′ generate the translation isometries of T
6.
Using these relations we have
{Ξ,Ξ} = 2i(γP8ΓAP8γC)KA + iR(P8ΓABγΓ11P8C)∇AKB
[KA,Ξ] = − 1
2R
ΞΓAP8γΓ11C . (3.12)
Note that along the T 6 directions ∇a′Kb′ = [Ka′ , Kb′ ] = 0, as should be the case since the T 6
translational isometries are abelian.
Using this algebra together with (2.30) and (2.10) we get (up to quadratic order in fermions)
J2susy = −
[
∇JAB + eA(JB − eB)
]
∇AKB (3.13)
and, using (2.28) and (2.7),
JBJsusy + JsusyJB = −1
2
dJsusy . (3.14)
These equations agree with (2.27) and (2.26). Thus the GS superstring action in this back-
ground admits the Lax connection (2.15)–(2.19) whose curvature is zero when the superstring
equations of motion are satisfied, at least to quadratic order in fermions.
For the integrability of the system also the inverse statement should be true, namely, that
the zero–curvature condition should lead to the superstring equations of motion. In Appendix
D we will show that this is indeed the case. Let us also note that when restricted to the
AdS2 × S2 supercoset sector, the Lax connection (2.15) differs from the one that is usually
constructed in the case of the supercoset sigma–models [24, 34, 35, 39] by a PSU(1, 1|2) gauge
transformation whose parameters depend on the supercoset coordinates x and ϑ, and on the
spectral parameter.13
12In the following equations we explicitly display the charge-conjugation matrices to avoid possible confusion.
13In the the AdS4 × CP 3 case the explicit form of a similar gauge transformation relating the two Lax
connections was given in [32].
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Let us finish this subsection by mentioning another similar type IIA background which is
also T-dual to the type IIB AdS2 × S2 × T 6 background with the RR 5-form flux discussed
below. Here AdS2 × S2 × T 6 is supported by the following 4-form flux
F4 = −e
−φ
2R
ebeaεabIm (Ω2)− e
−φ
2R
ebˆeaˆεaˆbˆRe (Ω2) , (3.15)
where Ω2 is the holomorphic 2-form on T
4 ⊂ T 6. This solution describes the near-horizon
geometry of the D2D2D4D4 brane intersection. The RR couplings in the GS action for this
background are given by
/F = − 4
R
γγ5Γ(2)P8 . (3.16)
with
P8 = 1
8
(2 + J) , J = −2γ′5 − iJa′b′γa′b′γ5 , J2 = 12 + 4J , (3.17)
where now a′, b′ are T 4 indices, γ′5 is the product of the T 4 gamma matrices and Γ(2) =
i
2
Re (ΓI)Re (ΓJ )εIJ (I,J = 1, 2 are holomorphic indices), Γ2(2) = 1. This type IIA solution
can also be obtained from the D = 11 supergravity solution AdS2×S2× T 7 supported by the
same F4-flux by dimensionally reducing it on an S
1 ⊂ T 7. The analysis analogous to the one
carried out above shows that the GS superstring is integrable also in this background, at least
up to the second order in fermions.
3.2 Type IIB AdS2 × S2 × T 6 with F5 flux
Let us now consider the AdS2×S2×T 6 solution of type IIB supergravity with RR 5-form flux
F5 =
e−φ
2R
ebea εab Re (Ω3) + Hodge dual (3.18)
where Ω3 = dz
1dz2dz3 is the holomorphic 3-form on T 6, R is the radius of AdS2 and S
2 and (as
above) a, b = 0, 1, aˆ, bˆ = 2, 3 and a′, b′ = 4, . . . , 9 are the AdS2, S2 and T 6 indices respectively.
This solution also preserves eight supersymmetries.14
Using eq. (3.18) and the definition (2.4) of /F in the IIB case we find
/F =
4
R
P8σ2γΓ(3) 1− Γ11
2
, (3.19)
where P8 is as in (3.5) and
Γ(3) =
i
3!
Re (ΓI)Re (ΓJ )Re (ΓK)εIJK (3.20)
and I,J , . . . = 1, 2, 3 refer to holomorphic coordinates on T 6 so that Γ2(3) = 1 and [Γ(3),P8] = 0.
14 Note that as in the type IIA case discussed above, if we spoil the holomorphic structure of F5 by chang-
ing signs of some of its components, we will get a non–supersymmetric solution. The GS string on such a
background will, probably, not be integrable.
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Let us now write down the (enlarged) psu(1, 1|2) algebra (B.9) in a form suitable for this
case. To this end we pass to a different realization of the gamma–matrices by taking
Γa → iΓaΓ(3),
Γaˆ → iΓaˆΓ(3),
Re (ΓI) → Re (ΓI),
Im (ΓI) → iIm (ΓI)Γ(3),
γ7 → iγ7 Γ(3), (3.21)
together with C → iCΓ(3). This preserves the Clifford algebra, symmetry properties of the
gamma matrices as well as the form of the projector P8, though this time in a less trivial way.
The fact that the original gamma-matrices give P8γ7P8 = iε means that after the redefinition
(3.21), we have P8γ7P8 = −εΓ(3) = −iσ2Γ(3). After replacing in this way P8γ7P8 in the
(redefined) superalgebra (B.9), we identify the SO(2) index on Q on which ε = iσ2 acts
with the SO(2) index labeling the Majorana–Weyl spinors in type IIB theory. The (enlarged)
psu(1, 1|2) algebra commutators involving Q (see Appendix B) then become
[PA, Q] = − 1
2R
Qγσ2Γ(3)ΓAP8 , [Mab, Q] = −1
2
QΓabP8 , [T,Q] = i
2
σ2Q , (3.22)
and
{Q,Q} = 2i(P8ΓAP8)PA − iR
2
(P8ΓABγΓ(3)σ2P8)RABCDMCD . (3.23)
This is the form of the algebra we need in this case since it involves /F ∝ P8σ2γΓ(3).
Now the relations between Killing vectors and Killing spinors and the generators of the
algebra are
KA = kPAk
−1, iCγΓ(3)σ2Ξ = kQk−1 , (3.24)
∇AKB = −1
2
RAB
CDkMCDk
−1 . (3.25)
We get
[KA,Ξ] =
1
2R
ΞΓAσ
2γΓ(3)P8C (3.26)
and
{Ξ,Ξ} = 2i(P8γΓAγP8C)KA − iR(P8ΓABσ2γΓ(3)P8C)∇AKB . (3.27)
Using this algebra together with (2.30) and (2.10) we find
J2susy = −
[
∇JAB + eA(JB − eB)
]
∇AKB (3.28)
and, using (2.28) and (2.7),
JsusyJB + JBJsusy = −1
2
dJsusy , (3.29)
which is precisely what we need for the Lax connection (2.15) to have zero curvature. This
proves the integrability of the GS superstring also in this background, at least up to the
quadratic order in fermions.
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4 Consistent truncation of the D = 10 superstring to the
PSU(1, 1|2)/SO(1, 1)× U(1) supercoset sigma–model
Let us now show that the GS actions describing the type IIA and type IIB superstrings in
the above AdS2 × S2 × T 6 backgrounds preserving eight supersymmetries can be consistently
truncated, at the classical level, to the PSU(1, 1|2)/SO(1, 1) × U(1) supercoset GS sigma–
model with the AdS2 × S2 bosonic part and eight fermionic modes.
4.1 Quadratic fermionic part of the superstring Lagrangian
The string bosonic modes xm along AdS2 × S2 and the eight fermionic modes ϑ = P8Θ
together parameterize the PSU(1, 1|2)/SO(1, 1)×U(1) supercoset. We would like to separate
their contribution in the GS action from the coordinates ya
′
along T 6 and the remaining 24
fermionic modes υ. Denoting
υ = (1− P8)Θ , ϑ = P8Θ , (4.1)
and using the properties (3.6) and (3.7) of the projector /F ∼ P8 we find for the quadratic
part of the fermion Lagrangian in the type IIA background from sec. 3.1 (hij is the auxiliary
worldsheet metric):
Lferm = iϑ
(√−hhij − εijΓ11) eiaΓa (∇j + 1
2R
P8γΓ11Γaeja
)
ϑ
+iϑ
(√−hhij − εijΓ11)Γa′∇jυ ∂iya′ + iυ (√−hhij − εijΓ11)Γa′∇jϑ ∂iya′
+
i
R
ϑ
(√−hhij − εijΓ11) eiaΓaP8γΓ11Γa′υ ∂jya′ (4.2)
+ iυ
(√−hhij − εijΓ11) /ei∇jυ + i2R υ (√−hhij − εijΓ11)Γa′P8γΓ11Γb′υ ∂iya′∂jyb′ ,
where
/ei = Γaei
a(x) + Γa′∂iy
a′ , ∇j = ∂j + 1
4
Γab ωj
ab(x) , (4.3)
and ωi
ab(x) and ei
a(x) are the worldsheet pull-backs of the spin connection and the local frame
in AdS2 × S2.
We immediately see that the coset and non–coset directions do not decouple from each
other. The couplings between the respective worldsheet fields (or their derivatives) have the
following schematic form: υyϑ, υxυ, ϑyyϑ, ϑyxυ etc. The non–coset fields, however, never
appear linearly in the Lagrangian, and can thus be set to zero consistently with the equations
of motion, which always admit the trivial solution ya
′
= 0, υ = 0. This crucially depends on
the absence of linear couplings where only a single y or υ field would appear together with x
and ϑ.15
15The absence of such couplings and the structure of all other terms in the action is related to its invariance
under the external U(1)–automorphism of the psu(1, 1|2) algebra generated by the Ka¨hler form Ja′b′ on T 6 (see
Appendix B). With respect to this U(1) the x coordinates are neutral, the three complex coordinates y of T 6
have charge 1, the complex counterparts of ϑ have charge 3/2 and the υ’s have charge −1/2. The ratio −3 of
15
Thus, in the case under consideration one can consistently reduce the classical theory to
the AdS2 × S2 sector coupled to 8 fermions ϑ. As we shall see below, this reduced theory is
nothing but the PSU(1, 1|2)/SO(1, 1) × U(1) supercoset sigma model. Due to the presence
of the 4–component kappa–symmetry, the number of physical fermionic degrees of freedom
in this model is equal to two, i.e. is the same as the number of physical bosonic degrees of
freedom.16
Let us now keep only the x and ϑ fields in the GS Lagrangian:
L(2)GS = iϑ
(√−hhij − εijΓ11) eiaΓa (∇j + 1
2R
P8γΓ11Γaeja
)
ϑ. (4.4)
We are going to identify the Dirac matrices that appear in this Lagrangian with the structure
constants of the psu(1, 1|2) superalgebra in a suitable realization (see Section 3.1 and Appendix
B).
Since AdS2×S2 is a coset SO(1, 2)×SO(3)/SO(1, 1)×SO(2) its spin connection and the
vielbein appear in the expansion of the left–invariant current in the algebra generators:
g−1∂ig =
1
2
ωi
abMab + ei
aPa ≡ Ai + Pi, (4.5)
where g ∈ SO(1, 2) × SO(3) is a coset representative which defines an embedding of AdS2 ×
S2 into SO(1, 2) × SO(3), and {Pa,Mab} are the generators of so(1, 2) ⊕ so(3), defined in
Appendix B. The gamma–matrices, which contract with the spin connection and the vielbein
in (4.3) form a representation of so(1, 2)⊕ so(3):
(Pa,Mab)→
(
1
2R
γΓ11Γa,−1
2
Γab
)
. (4.6)
The same representation appears in the D = 10 form (3.9) of the psu(1, 1|2) algebra. If we
define the psu(1, 1|2)–valued fields
Ψ = ϑQ, (4.7)
(where Q are the supersymmetry generators) the spin connection and the local frame will act
on Ψ as the Lie–algebra commutators:
1
2R
γΓ11Γaei
a → [Pi, ·] , −1
4
Γab ωi
ab → [Ai, ·] . (4.8)
the charges of ϑ and υ is explained by the fact that they are eigenfunctions of the matrix J = −iJa′b′ γa′b′ γ7,
appearing in the projector P8, whose eigenvalues are 6 with degeneracy 8 (associated with ϑ) and −2 with
degeneracy 24 (associated with υ). One can see that these values of the charges forbid any term in the action
with a single y or υ, provided that only neutral terms appear.
16Let us also note that when the string moves in T 6 (i.e. the coordinates y are not constant) it is possible to
gauge-fix the eight fermions ϑ to zero using half of the kappa–symmetries. In such a gauge one is left with 24
broken supersymmetry fermions υ and eight transverse worldsheet bosonic modes x and y. It is not possible,
however, to further consistently truncate the theory by freezing some of the transverse excitations x and/or
y because of the presence of cubic terms of the form υxυ and υyυ in the action. Notice that in this case we
still have eight remaining kappa–symmetries so that the number of physical (on-shell) bosonic and fermionic
degrees of freedom is of course 8+8.
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We also introduce a parity transformation Ω of the fermion field:
ΩΨ = −iϑΓ11Q . (4.9)
Later we will identify it with the Z4–automorphism of the psu(1, 1|2) superalgebra.
The Lagrangian (4.4) then takes the form
L(2)GS =
1
2
Str Ψ
[
Pi,
(√−hhij + iεijΩ)DjΨ] , (4.10)
where
Djϑ = ∇jϑ+ [Pj, ϑ], ∇jϑ = ∂jϑ+ [Aj, ϑ], (4.11)
and Str(· , ·) is the invariant bilinear form on psu(1, 1|2), which coincides with CγΓ11 on the
8–dimensional spinor space Q = P8Q. More precisely,
Str (QαQβ) = −4iR(CγΓ11P8)αβ (4.12)
in the normalization in which Str (PaPb) = ηab.
We can now compare (4.10) with the Lagrangian of the PSU(1, 1|2)/SO(1, 1)×U(1) coset
sigma–model expanded to the second order in fermions.
4.2 Lagrangian of the supercoset model
The PSU(1, 1|2)/SO(1, 1)×U(1) coset is a semi–symmetric superspace [47], which means that
its supergeometry is invariant under the action of a Z4–symmetry. This symmetry is inherited
from the Z4–automorphism of psu(1, 1|2) that acts on the generators, in the D = 10 notation
of (3.9) and Appendix B, as follows
Ω(Mab) = Mab, Ω(Pa) = −Pa, Ω(Q) = −iQΓ11. (4.13)
The action of Ω preserves the commutation relations of the superalgebra and thus defines a
Z4–decomposition of psu(1, 1|2):
psu(1, 1|2) = h0 ⊕ h1 ⊕ h2 ⊕ h3, Ω(hp) = iphp, [hp, hq} ⊂ h(p+q) mod 4. (4.14)
The invariant subspace of Ω, h0 = o(1, 1)⊕ u(1), is the denominator subalgebra of the super-
coset. The action of the Z4 automorphism on the supercharges coincides with the 10d parity
(cf. eq.(4.9)).
The string embedding in PSU(1, 1|2)/SO(1, 1) × U(1) is parameterized by a coset repre-
sentative G(ξ) ∈ PSU(1, 1|2), where ξ are the worldsheet coordinates. The coset represen-
tative is defined up to local SO(1, 1) × U(1) transformations: G(ξ) → G(ξ)h(ξ). The global
PSU(1, 1|2) symmetry acts from the left: G(ξ)→ gG(ξ). The Lagrangian is constructed from
the left-invariant current
Jj = G
−1∂jG, (4.15)
with the help of the Z4–decomposition:
Jj p =
1
4
3∑
l=0
i−lpΩl(Jj) ∈ hp . (4.16)
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The h0–projection is the SO(1, 1)× U(1) gauge field (or, equivalently, the AdS2 × S2 spin
connection), since it transforms as Jj 0 → h−1Jj 0h + h−1∂jh. The other components of the
current transform in the adjoint of SO(1, 1)× U(1): Jj 1,2,3 → h−1Jj 1,2,3h. The Lagrangian of
the supercoset sigma-model is
Lcoset = 1
2
Str
(√−hhijJi 2Jj 2 + εijJi 1Jj 3) . (4.17)
In order to compare the sigma–model with the GS string Lagrangian (4.4), we should
expand the sigma–model Lagrangian to the second order in fermions. This can be understood
as a particular case of the background field expansion, the general form of which is given in
Appendix B of [39]. The starting point is the following form of the coset representative
G = g eX, (4.18)
where g(x) ∈ SO(1, 2)×SO(3) is a bosonic element of the supergroup that describes a classical
string solution in AdS2 × S2. The field X ∈ h1 ⊕ h2 ⊕ h3 describes string fluctuations around
this solution. The coset gauge is fixed by requiring that X has zero h0 projection.
The sigma–model Lagrangian, expanded to the second order in fluctuations, takes the
following form (upon dropping a total derivative coming from the WZ term of (4.17)):
Lfluct = 1
2
Str
{√−hhij (∇iX2∇jX2 − [Pi,X2][Pj,X2])
+
(√−hhij + εij)X1 [Pi,∇jX1 + [Pj,X3]]
+
(√−hhij − εij)X3 [Pi,∇jX3 + [Pj,X1]]} , (4.19)
where Aj and Pj are grade 0 and grade 2 components of the Z4–decomposition of the back-
ground Cartan form as in (4.5), and the covariant derivative contains the background gauge
connection ∇j = ∂j + [Aj, ·]. The fermion part of the fluctuation Lagrangian can be more
compactly written in terms of
Ψ = X1 +X3, X1,3 =
1± iΩ
2
Ψ. (4.20)
Namely,
L(2)coset =
1
2
Str Ψ
[
Pi,
(√−hhij + iεijΩ) (∇jΨ + [Pj,Ψ])] (4.21)
which coincides with (4.10).
For the type IIB background (3.18), the part of the GS action that contains the PSU(1, 1|2)
fields becomes
L(2)coset = iϑ
(√−hhij − εijσ3) eiaΓa(∇j − 1
2R
P8σ2γΓ(3)ejbΓb
)
ϑ (4.22)
with the so(1, 2)× so(3) generators being
(Pa,Mab)→
(
1
2R
σ2γΓ(3)Γa,−1
2
Γab
)
. (4.23)
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This coincides with the representation of the bosonic generators of psu(1, 1|2) in the type
IIB realization of the superalgebra (3.22)–(3.23). Finally, the Z4–automorphism acts on the
supercharges as
Ω(Q) = iQσ3, (4.24)
and thus (4.22) is equivalent to the coset action (4.21) for the fields that satisfy P8Θ = Θ.
4.3 Supercoset truncation beyond the quadratic approximation
Let us now consider how one may, in principle, reconstruct the full AdS2 × S2 × T 6 superge-
ometry by solving the supergravity constraints order by order in non–supersymmetry fermions
υ, with the PSU(1, 1|2)/SO(1, 1) × U(1) geometry taken as the initial condition. This will
also demonstrate that the supercoset sigma–model action is a consistent truncation of the full
non–linear type II superstring action.
Let us now demonstrate that the PSU(1, 1|2)/SO(1, 1)× U(1) supercoset action is a con-
sistent truncation of the full non–linear type II superstring action.
The GS superstring action in a generic type II D=10 superbackground is [20]
S = − 1
4piα′
∫
∗EAEBηAB − 1
2piα′
∫
B2 , (4.25)
where EA(X,Θ) = dXM EM
A + dΘµEµ
A are the worldsheet pullbacks of the vector super-
vielbein and the 2-form field B2(X,Θ) can be computed from its field strength H3 = dB2
as
B2 = b2(X) +
∫ 1
0
dt iΘH3(X, tΘ) . (4.26)
The vielbeins satisfy the type II supergravity torsion constraint17
TA = DEA = dEA − EB ΩBA = −iEΓAE , (4.27)
where ΩB
A(X,Θ) is the spin connection, Eα are the 32–component spinor supervielbeins of the
opposite (type IIA) or the same (type IIB) chirality. In the linear approximation Eα = DΘα,
where D is a covariant derivative similar to (2.2). H3 satisfies the following constraint
H3 = dB2 = iE
AEΓAΓˆE +
1
3!
ECEBEAHABC . (4.28)
Let us now concentrate on the AdS2 × S2 × T 6 case. To prove that the supercoset model is a
consistent truncation we should know the dependence of the supervielbeins on the 8 supercoset
fermions ϑ (which in general extends up to the eighth order) and their dependence on the extra
24 fermions υ and the derivatives of the T 6 coordinates y to linear order. This dependence can
be determined by a recursion procedure similar to the one used, e.g., in [48, 49] (and references
there) assuming the PSU(1, 1|2)/SO(1, 1)× U(1) supergeometry as the initial condition.
One can always impose a gauge condition for the target superspace diffeomorphisms such
that
υαEα
A ≡ iυEA = 0, υα ΩαAB ≡ iυΩAB = 0 , (4.29)
17The superspace constraints used here differ from those used in [36, 37] by a shift in the fermionic super-
vielbein, E = E + 12EA ΓAλ, where λ is the dilatino superfield.
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where υ are again the 24 non–supercoset fermions υ = (1 − P8)Θ associated to the broken
supersymmetries.
The torsion constraint (4.27), the PSU(1, 1|2) superisometry of the background and the
Γ-matrix relations (3.6) and (3.7) then imply that the vector supervielbeins have the following
structure. Along the coset direction AdS2 × S2 (which is labeled by c) the supervielbein is
Ec = ec(x, ϑ) + iυΓcDυ +O(υ4) , (4.30)
where ec(x, ϑ) is the complete expression for the supervielbein of the PSU(1, 1|2)/SO(1, 1)×
U(1) supercoset (which can be computed from the Cartan form). Note that, by construction,
the components of this supervielbein satisfy a condition similar to (4.29)
ϑµ eµ
c(x, ϑ) ≡ iϑ ec = 0 . (4.31)
In the supervielbein along the coset directions there are no terms linear in the extra 24 fermions
υ. The absence of such terms is guaranteed by the torsion constraint (4.27) and the gamma-
matrix identities (3.6)–(3.7).
Along the T 6 directions the supervielbein has the following form
Ea
′
= dya
′
+ 2iυΓa
′
e(x, ϑ) +O(υ2) , (4.32)
where eα(x, ϑ) = (P8e)α is the spinorial supervielbein of the supercoset (contained in the
Cartan form). Because of the P8 projector the spinorial index α here takes 8 values.
The 8 fermionic supervielbeins of the complete target superspace (associated with the
supercoset) start from the corresponding supercoset fermionic Cartan form eα(x, ϑ) and may
contain terms quadratic in the fields υ and dy
(P8E)α = eα(x, ϑ) + (P8dya′Γa′ υ)α +O(υ2) . (4.33)
The extra 24 fermionic supervielbeins are:
(1− P8)E = (1− P8)Dυ +O(υ3) . (4.34)
To get the explicit form of the spinorial supervielbeins to all orders in υ one should use the
explicit form of the type II spinorial torsion DEα = Tα in the AdS2 × S2 × T 6 backgrounds
and Bianchi identities for the relevant superforms. The reconstruction of this dependence is
technically rather involved and so far has not been carried out.
Finally, the term which might spoil the consistent truncation to the supercoset model could
be the contribution to B2 (4.26) which comes from the second term in (4.28) with all the indices
along the coset directions, i.e. ϑµeµ
aebecHabc. Note that in the supercoset model the three-
form field strength Habc is zero, while in the complete D = 10 superbackground Habc may, in
principle, depend linearly on υ. However, this potentially dangerous term in the string action
is zero because of eq. (4.31). This is in accordance with the U(1)–automorphism invariance
discussed in footnote 15. Thus, with the above form of the supervielbeins one can use the same
reasoning as in the quadratic approximation to show that the GS action can be consistently
truncated to the complete non–linear supercoset model.
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5 BMN limits of the AdS2 × S2 × T 6 superstring
By analogy with the BMN expansion of the AdS5 × S5 superstring (in which, in particular,
the unbroken PSU(2|2) × PSU(2|2) symmetry plays an important role, see, e.g., [50]) it is
interesting to study the BMN limits of the AdS2 × S2 × T 6 superstring, having in mind their
possible role in its exact solution based on integrability.
In general, to describe the spectrum of GS strings one may, as in flat space, fix a kind
of light-cone gauge concentrating on a subsector of string states carrying momentum in a
particular compact direction. In the point-like limit the string is then moving along a particular
D = 10 null geodesic which runs along global time direction in AdS and along a geodesic in
a compact direction. The BMN limit corresponds to expanding near this geodesic. In the
AdS2×S2×T 6 case there are several inequivalent choices for the geodesic, e.g., it may run (i)
along big circle of S2, or (ii) along S1 of S2 and S1 of T 6 at the same time (with the case of
only S1 of T 6 being a special case of the latter). These lead to inequivalent BMN limits that
we will consider in detail below.
Before getting into a detailed discussion of BMN limits, let us mention that the quadratic
supercoset Lagrangian (4.19) is very convenient for analyzing the symmetries and the spectrum
of the string in the first BMN limit when the geodesic runs along S2 in AdS2×S2. To this end,
it is convenient to represent psu(1, 1|2) elements by (2|2) × (2|2) supermatrices. The BMN
background is represented by 18
g = exp(iτP+) , P+ = diag(1,−1|1,−1) ∈ h2 . (5.1)
Then Ai = 0 and Pi ∼ P+. From (4.10) it follows that the components of Ψ (or ϑ) that
commute with P+ completely drop out of the action which is a manifestation of the kappa–
symmetry. Only those components of the fermion fields that have non–trivial commutators
with P+ correspond to the physical on–shell excitations of the string. Since, the commutant
of P+ contains exactly half of the supercharges of psu(1, 1|2), the kappa–symmetry reduces
the number of the ϑ–fermion fields from 8 to 4 that describe two on–shell fermion states. The
mass–squared matrix for the remaining coset excitations (both bosonic and fermionic) is then
(see (4.19))
M2 = (adP+)2 . (5.2)
We thus get two bosons plus two fermions of equal mass. The commutant of P+ corresponds to
the symmetries which are left unbroken by the background. Here this commutant is su(1|1)×
su(1|1), where su(1|1) is an algebra of two real supercharges whose anti–commutator is a
bosonic central element.
As we shall see below, in this BMN limit the complete D = 10 superstring has an addi-
tional six massless bosons and six massless fermions from the bosonic fluctuations on T 6 and
non-supersymmetric υ–fermions. In the second BMN limit involving T 6 we shall find that the
masses of world-sheet bosons and fermions will be different, i.e. there will be no 2d supersym-
metry at the quadratic level of the expanded string action. Moreover, the coset fermions ϑ
will mix with the broken–supersymmetry fermions υ.
18This BMN limit in the AdS2 × S2 supercoset subsector of the theory was discussed from a superalgebra
point of view in [51].
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5.1 BMN limit along geodesic in S2
BMN (or pp-wave) limits for AdS2 × S2 ×M6 backgrounds and their supersymmetries were
considered, e.g., in [52]. To take the limit, let us choose the AdS2× S2 coordinates as and the
metric of AdS2 × S2 × T 6 as
ds2 = R2(− cosh2 ρ dt2 + dρ2 + dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2) + dya′dya′ . (5.3)
Consider a particle moving with the speed of light in the ϕ–direction, set x˜± = t±ϕ
2
and
zoom–in on the geometry seen by the particle by letting
x+ =
x˜+
µ
, x− = µR2x˜− , ρ =
r
R
, θ =
pi
2
+
z
R
, µR,
R
r
,
R
z
→∞ , (5.4)
where µ is a mass scale parameter. Taking this limit the metric becomes
ds2 = −4dx+dx− − µ2(r2 + z2)(dx+)2 + dr2 + dz2 + dya′dya′ . (5.5)
For the type IIA solution the fluxes (3.2) become
F2 = e
−φµ dr dx+ (5.6)
F4 = e
−φµ dz dx+ J2 , (5.7)
while for the type IIB solution we get from (3.18)
F5 = −e−φµ dr dx+ Re(Ω3) + Hodge dual. (5.8)
5.1.1 Supersymmetries of the pp-wave background
To see how many supersymmetries these backgrounds preserve we should analyze the dilatino
and gravitino variations. In our case these take the form
ΓA /FΓA = 0 (5.9)
(∇A − 1
8
/FΓA) = 0 , (5.10)
where the second is simply the Killing spinor equation.
For the type IIA pp-wave we get
/F = −4iµγ7ΓzP8Γ+ . (5.11)
This background thus allows 16 Killing spinors which are annihilated by Γ+ = 1
2
(Γ0 + Γ3).
It can be shown that these supersymmetries will always be present in the pp-wave (Penrose)
limit of any background.
Since ΓA /FΓA = . . .Γ
+(1−P8) the dilatino equation also allows for four additional spinors
satisfying  = P8 and Γ+ 6= 0. To see whether these correspond to supersymmetries we need
to solve also the gravitino equation (5.10) for which the integrability condition reads
(RAB
CDΓCD − 1
8
/FΓ[A /FΓB]) = 0 . (5.12)
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To compute the curvature we chose the vielbeins in the form
e+ = 2dx+ e− = 2(dx−+µ2
r2 + z2
4
dx+), er = dr, ez = dz, ea
′
= dya
′
. (5.13)
For this choice of the vielbeins the spin connection has the following non–zero components,
defined from the zero–torsion condition deA + eBωB
A = 0, 19
ω−r = −µ
2
2
r dx+ , ω−z = −µ
2
2
z dx+ . (5.14)
Thus, the curvature has the following non–zero components
R−r =
µ2
2
dr dx+ , R−z =
µ2
2
dz dx+ . (5.15)
The integrability condition (5.12) is thus trivially satisfied except for the (+r) and (+z)–
components. For the (+r)–component (5.12) gives
(2R+r
−rΓ−Γr + 2µ2Γ+Γr)P8 = 0 , (5.16)
and the two terms here cancel each other due to the form of the curvature. The (+z)-component
vanishes in the same way. This means that the eight supersymmetries of the AdS2 × S2 × T 6
background are preserved by the Penrose limit and in addition the system acquires an extra
12 giving a total of 20 supersymmetries.
In the type IIB case we get
/F = 4µΓrΓ(3)σ
2P8Γ+ , (5.17)
and again we have at least the 16 Killing spinors which are annihilated by Γ+. In the type IIB
case ΓA /FΓA = 0, and thus there are no terms in the supersymmetry variation of the dilatino
(5.9) that depend on F5. To see whether there are any additional supersymmetries we need to
study further the gravitino equation. Let us first look for the supersymmetries with  = P8
which were present before the Penrose limit. The non-trivial components of the integrability
condition (5.12) are again the (+r) and (+z) components. For the first of these we get
(2R+r
−rΓ−Γr + 2µ2Γ+Γr) = 0 , (5.18)
and similarly for the (+z)–component. The two terms cancel each other and we again conclude
that the Penrose limit preserves the supersymmetries present in the original space, i.e. those
with  = P8 (only half of which are annihilated by Γ+).20
We have thus seen that both the type IIA and type IIB pp–wave backgrounds preserve 20
supersymmetries: 8 original AdS2 × S2 × T 6 supersymmetries with  = P8 and 12 additional
19Note that in all the following equations the indices (+,−) refer to the coordinate basis (dx+, dx−) and not
the (e+, e−)-basis.
20For completeness we should also check whether other supersymmetries of the form  = (1−P8) with Γ+ 6=
0 could be present. Starting with the (a′+)-component of the integrability condition P8Γa′Γ+(1 − P8) = 0
and multiplying it by Γa
′
and using that Γa
′P8Γa′ = 2(1−P8) (following from (A.9)) we get Γ+(1−P8) = 0
which contradicts our assumption, i.e. there are no additional supersymmetries.
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ones with  = −Γ+Γ−.21 Since the pp–wave backgrounds obtained in this way always pre-
serve at least 16 supersymmetries [53] we conclude that there is an additional enhancement of
supersymmetry by an extra 4 generators.22
5.1.2 BMN limit of the superstring action
The quadratic part of the superstring action expanded near the classical solution representing
the relevant geodesic is equivalent to the superstring action for the pp-wave background (eval-
uated in the light-cone gauge). In the pp–wave background discussed above the bosonic part
of the superstring action (2.1) becomes
SB = −1
2
T
∫ [
− 4 ∗ dx+dx− − µ2(r2 + z2) ∗ dx+dx+ + ∗drdr + ∗dzdz + ∗dya′dya′
]
. (5.19)
The fermionic part of the action is
SF = −T
∫ (
i ∗ dXM ΘΓMDΘ− idXM ΘΓM ΓˆDΘ
)
. (5.20)
Fixing the light-cone kappa–symmetry gauge Γ+Θ = 0 simplifies the action considerably. For
the type IIA case we find using (5.11)23
SF (IIA) = −T
∫ (−2i ∗ dx+ ΘΓ−dΘ + 2idx+ ΘΓ−Γ11dΘ + 2µ ∗ dx+dx+ ϑΓ−γ7Γzϑ) . (5.21)
For the type IIB case (5.17) leads to
SF (IIB) = −T
∫ (−2i ∗ dx+ ΘΓ−dΘ + 2idx+ ΘΓ−σ3dΘ + 2iµ ∗ dx+dx+ ϑΓ−ΓrΓ(3)σ2ϑ) ,
(5.22)
where ϑ = P8Θ and υ = (1− P8)Θ. Upon fixing the light–cone gauge
x+ =
p+τ
T
(5.23)
the action for the 8 transverse bosonic modes and the fermionic fluctuations takes the form
(upon a re–scaling of the fermionic fields)
S = −1
2
T
∫
dτdσ
[
∂ir∂
ir + ∂iz∂
iz +m2(r2 + z2) + ∂iy
a′∂iya′
]
(5.24)
+iT
∫
dτdσ
(
ϑ1Γ−∂−ϑ1 + ϑ2Γ−∂+ϑ2 + 2mϑ1Γ−Πϑ2 + υ1Γ−∂−υ1 + υ2Γ−∂+υ2
)
.
21 Note that the projectors P8 (having 8 non–zero eigenvalues) and Γ+Γ− (having 16 non–zero eigenvalues)
have 4 non–zero eigenvalues in common since they commute.
22Note that this is different compared to the AdS5 × S5 or AdS4 × CP 3 cases where the number of super-
symmetries remained the same.
23The only non-zero components of the spin–connection are ωr−ΓrΓ+ and ωz−ΓrΓ+ which do not contribute
to the action in the gauge Γ+Θ = 0.
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Here ∂± = ∂τ ± ∂σ, m ≡ µp+/T , and ϑ1 and ϑ2 are two–component fermions while υ1 and
υ2 are six–component fermions. The indices 1 and 2 indicate that these fermions originate
from the two D = 10 Majorana–Weyl spinors of the same (type IIB) or opposite (type IIA)
chirality. The matrix Π satisfies Π2 = 1 and is equal to −Γr and iΓrΓ(3) in the type IIA and
IIB cases respectively.
As was anticipated above, the resulting physical fluctuation spectrum contains (i) the
supercoset sector represented by two bosons (r, z) and two fermions ϑ1,2 of equal mass m, and
(ii) the non–supercoset sector containing 6 massless bosons ya
′
and 6 pairs of massless fermions
υ1,2. These two (2d supersymmetric) sets of states are decoupled in the quadratic (pp-wave)
approximation but will start interacting at higher orders of the near–BMN expansion of the
superstring action.
5.2 BMN limit along geodesic in S1 × S1 ⊂ S2 × T 6
Let us now consider a more general BMN limit when the geodesic representing the c.o.m. of
the string runs along a “diagonal” direction in the S1×S1 torus formed by the equator S1 ⊂ S2
(with coordinate ϕ) and one of the S1 ⊂ T 6 directions, e.g., y4. It can be parameterized by
the “rotated” coordinate ϕ′ as
ϕ′ = cosα ϕ+ sinα
y4
R
,
y4
′
= − sinα Rϕ+ cosα y4 . (5.25)
Here α is related to the ratio of string angular momenta along the two circles.24 Setting
x˜± = t±ϕ
′
2
and zooming–in on the geometry seen by the particle by letting
x+ =
x˜+
µ
, x− = µR2x˜− , ρ =
r
R
, θ =
pi
2
+
z
R
, µR,
R
r
,
R
z
→∞ , (5.26)
we get from (5.3) the following pp-wave metric
ds2 = −4dx+dx− − µ2(r2 + cos2 α z2)(dx+)2 + dr2 + dz2 + dya′dya′ , (5.27)
which generalizes our previous example (5.5) to the case of α 6= 0. Another special case is
α = pi
2
when cosα = 0 and the geodesic is running solely along S1 ⊂ T 6.
The fluxes of the type IIA solution (3.2) become
F2 = e
−φµ dr dx+ (5.28)
F4 = −µe−φ cosα dx+ dz J2 − µe−φ(1− cosα) dx+ dz dy5 dy4′ , (5.29)
where J2 = dy
5dy4
′
+ dy7dy6 + dy9dy8. This gives
/F = −4iµ cosα γ7ΓzP ′8Γ+
′ − 2iµ(1− cosα)γ7ΓzP16Γ+′ (5.30)
where
P16 = 1
2
(1− Γ6789). (5.31)
24The corresponding classical string solution is: t = κτ, ϕ = pϕτ, y4 = pyτ with the Virasoro (massless
geodesic) condition implying that κ2 = p2ϕ +R
−2p2y (see also Section 7).
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Note that in (5.30) the projector P ′8 is constructed with the gamma–matrices in the new basis
corresponding to the change of variables performed in eq. (5.25), namely
P ′8 =
1
4
(
1 + (Γ4
′5 + Γ67 + Γ89)Γ4
′56789
)
, where Γ4
′
= − sinαΓϕ + cosαΓ4 (5.32)
This P ′8 differs from the original P8 projector singling out the 8 supersymmetries of AdS2 ×
S2 × T 6: P ′8 commutes with Γ+′ = 12(Γ0 + Γϕ
′
) for all α 6= 0 while P8 does not. Using P ′8 we
may again split the fermions Θ into ϑ′ and υ′ which will now be linear combinations of the
original supercoset ϑ and non–supercoset υ fermions.
As usual in the Penrose limit, the 8 supersymmetries of AdS2×S2×T 6 get again enhanced
to 16 supersymmetries with the supersymmetry parameters satisfying Γ+
′
 = 0. However,
there is no further enhancement to 20 supersymmetries, unless α = 0.
Now note that the projectors P16 and P ′8 have the following property
P16P ′8 = P ′8.
Hence P16 acts as a unit matrix on ϑ′ = P ′8Θ, i.e.
P16ϑ′ = ϑ′ , (5.33)
and annihilates 16 of the 24 components of υ′ = (1− P ′8)Θ, i.e.
P16υ′ = υ˜′ , (5.34)
where υ˜′ has only 8 non–zero components and therefore υˆ′ = (1 − P16)υ′ has 16 non–zero
components.
We thus find that in the light-cone kappa-symmetry gauge Γ+
′
Θ = 0 the type IIA super-
string action takes the form
SIIA =−T
∫ [
− 2 ∗ dx+dx− − µ
2
2
(r2 + cos2 α z2) ∗ dx+dx+ + 1
2
(∗drdr + ∗dzdz + ∗dya′dya′)
−2i ∗ dx+ ΘΓ−′dΘ + 2idx+ ΘΓ−′Γ11dΘ (5.35)
+µ(1 + cosα) ∗ dx+ dx+ϑ′Γ−′Γzγ7ϑ′ + µ(1− cosα) ∗ dx+ dx+υ˜′Γ−′Γzγ7υ˜′
]
.
In view of the properties (5.33) and (5.34) of the P16–projector, it follows from the action
(5.35) that, in the light–cone gauge Γ′+Θ = 0, ϑ′ and υ˜′ each describe 2 massive physical
fermionic degrees of freedom while the remaining fermions υˆ′, satisfying P16υˆ′ = 0, represent
4 massless degrees of freedom.
To compute the masses we again impose the light–cone gauge (5.23) and reduce the string
action to the following form describing only physical degrees of freedom
S = −1
2
T
∫
dτdσ
(
∂ir∂
ir + ∂iz∂
iz +m2 r2 +m2 cos2 α z2 + ∂iy
a′∂iya′
)
+iT
∫
dτdσ
[
ϑ′1Γ−
′
∂−ϑ′1 + ϑ′2Γ−
′
∂+ϑ
′2 +m(1 + cosα)ϑ′1Γ−
′
Πϑ′2 (5.36)
+ υ˜′1Γ−
′
∂−υ˜′1 + υ˜′2Γ−
′
∂+υ˜
′2 +m(1− cosα) υ˜′1Γ−′Πυ˜′2 + υˆ′1Γ−′∂−υˆ′1 + υˆ′2Γ−′∂+υˆ′2
]
,
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where (as in (5.24)) the fermions are appropriately re–scaled, m = µp+/T and the matrix Π
stands for −Γr or iΓrΓ(3), respectively, in the type IIA or IIB case. This action thus describes
two bosonic modes r and z with masses
mr = m , mz = m cosα , (5.37)
6 massless bosonic modes ya
′
, 2 two–component fermions ϑ′1,2 with mass mϑ′ and 2 two–
component fermions υ˜′1,2 with mass mυ˜′
mϑ′ =
m
2
(1 + cosα) , mυ˜′ =
m
2
(1− cosα) , (5.38)
as well as 4 massless fermionic degrees of freedom described by four–component υˆ′1,2. As the
masses of bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom are different for α 6= 0 there is no effective
2d supersymmetry. The masses still satisfy the 2d mass sum rule∑
m2B −
∑
m2F = m
2
r +m
2
z − 2m2ϑ′ − 2m2υ˜′ = 0 . (5.39)
This is a manifestation of the UV finiteness of the corresponding GS action: the bosonic masses
originate from the curvature and the fermionic ones come from the RR background and the
two are related for a supergravity solution.
Let us note that the non–coset fermions υ′ get non–trivial masses due to the non–decoupling
of the broken–supersymmetry fermions from the coset part of the theory (recall that υ′ and ϑ′
are a linear combination of the original coset fermions ϑ and non–coset υ). This raises an issue
of possible equivalence of the present GS superstring theory and the hybrid AdS2 × S2 × T 6
model of [23] in which the T 6 part is decoupled from the supercoset part.25
6 Towards exact solution of the quantum superstring
sigma-model
The string spectrum in the integrable AdS backgrounds, such as AdS5 × S5 or AdS4 × CP 3
can be found using Bethe–ansatz techniques. Above we provided evidence that the superstring
sigma–model on AdS2 × S2 × T 6 is integrable, and we may thus expect that its spectrum is
also described by a set of Bethe equations. Here we propose such a system for part of the
spectrum that roughly speaking corresponds to the massive modes in the near–BMN expansion
25The hybrid model constructed in [23] consists of two completely decoupled sectors, a free worldsheet
N = 2 superconformal theory on T 6 with 6 worldsheet spinor fermions and a PSU(1,1|2)SO(1,1)×U(1) supercoset sigma–
model (in addition to the ghosts fields). In the hybrid model the action for the supercoset sector differs from
the GS supercoset action (4.17) by an additional J1J3 term leading to a second–order kinetic term for the
coset fermions ϑ′. This additional term breaks kappa–symmetry but makes the worldsheet theory N = 2
superconformal invariant. The definition of the BMN limit involving a T 6 direction is not obvious in this case.
It is not clear which condition on the coset fermions of the hybrid model may play the role of the light–cone
kappa–symmetry gauge which reduced the GS superstring in the BMN limit to a free theory. In addition, in
the BMN limit the 6 non–supercoset worldsheet fermions of the hybrid model always remain massless, while
two of their GS counterparts acquire a mass in the generic case (see eq.(5.36)). Thus the relation between the
hybrid model of [23] and the GS superstring on AdS2 × S2 × T 6, in which the AdS2 × S2 and T 6 sectors do
not in general decouple, remains an open issue even in the BMN limit.
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of Section 5.1, and is associated with the coset part of the supergeometry. As in the case of
AdS3 × S3 × T 4 and similar backgrounds studied in [39], the presence of the flat directions
along T 6 and their massless superpartners constitutes an obstacle for direct application of
integrability methods, which work best for massive theories where one can define scattering
states and the S–matrix. Nevertheless, we will propose a set of quantum Bethe equations,
from which we will easily reconstruct the massive part of the BMN spectrum in Section 5.1.
The same equations cannot describe the BMN spectrum in Section 5.2 because of the mixing
between coset and non–coset degrees of freedom in this latter case.
Our starting point here is a restricted set of the equations of motion, with the T 6 directions
and broken-supersymmetry fermions set to zero. As shown in Section 4, this is a consistent
truncation of the full theory. We can apply integrability methods to this restricted set of
string configurations, and derive the classical version of the Bethe equations, which describe
finite–gap solutions of the sigma-model [54] (see [55] for a review). A quantum counterpart
of the finite-gap equations can then be reconstructed using a structural analogy with the
higher–dimensional AdS models [56, 57, 39, 33]. By construction, the resulting quantum Bethe
equations do not capture the massless T 6 modes of the string, but we conjecture that they
correctly describe the massive sector of the spectrum, which may still form a closed subset of
states due to integrability.26
The classical Bethe equations for the PSU(1, 1|2)/SO(1, 1)×U(1) coset were derived in [33].
We shall first review this construction, and then propose a set of quantum Bethe equations that
have the right classical limit and are structurally similar to the Bethe equations for AdS5/CFT4
[57] and AdS4/CFT3 [58].
6.1 Classical finite gap equations for the PSU(1, 1|2)/SO(1, 1)× U(1)
supercoset model
The starting point of the finite-gap method is the Lax–pair representation for the equations
of motion. We do not understand at the moment how to include the Abelian directions along
T 6 and the non–supercoset fermions (entering the Lax connection (2.15)) in the finite–gap
integration scheme, and will thus concentrate on the AdS2 × S2 part of the supergeometry.27
26Let us draw an analogy with the AdS5/CFT4 case: One can reconstruct the quantum Bethe ansatz for
the su(2) sector by studying classical strings restricted to the R1time × S3 subspace of AdS5 × S5 [54] and then
discretizing the resulting finite-gap equations [56]. A restriction to a particular set of classical configurations
does not make sense in quantum theory, but at the level of Bethe equations such a restriction is possible due
to the underlying separation of variables.
27 The Virasoro conditions for the bosonic string in AdSn × Sn × T 10−2n can be written as the vanishing
of the sum of the stress tensor components T±±(AdSn) + T±±(Sn) + T±±(T 10−2n) = 0. Each of the three
classical stress tensors is separately traceless and conserved and thus T±± are functions of σ± τ . In the case of
n = 5 when there is no toroidal part we can make, say, T±±(AdS5) = µ2=const by a conformal transformation
(σ ± τ → f±(σ ± τ)), and then we will have T±±(S5) = −µ2 as a consequence of the Virasoro condition.
The classical solutions of the AdS5 and S
5 sigma models satisfying T±± =const can then be described using
the finite gap construction [54, 59]. For n < 5 for generic string motions the stress tensor of the toroidal
part is non-zero. The remaining freedom of conformal transformations then no longer allows us to make both
T±±(AdSn) and T±±(Sn) constant. We may make one of them constant or make their sum constant (by
setting T±±(T 10−2n) = µ2) but then the standard finite gap construction for the AdSn and Sn sigma models
will not directly apply, as the finite–gap solutions require T±± =const for each of the two factors separately.
The classical integrability of strings in AdSn × Sn × T 10−2n should allow one to construct solutions that are
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The string action then reduces to the PSU(1, 1|2)/SO(1, 1)×U(1) coset sigma–model (4.17),
to which we can apply the general procedure outlined in [39, 33].
The equations of motion of the PSU(1, 1|2)/SO(1, 1)×U(1) sigma–model follow from the
flatness condition for the Lax connection
Lj = Jj 0 +
x2 + 1
x2 − 1 Jj 2 −
2x
x2 − 1
1√−h hjkε
klJl 2 +
√
x + 1
x− 1 Jj 1 +
√
x− 1
x + 1
Jj 3. (6.1)
The monodromy of the Lax connection defines the generating function for an infinite set of
conserved charges:
M(x) = P exp
(∮
dξjLj(ξ; x)
)
. (6.2)
More precisely, the generating functions of the conserved charges are quasimomenta, the eigen-
values of the monodromy matrix:
M(x) = U−1 exp
(
pl(x)Hl
)
U , (6.3)
where Hl are the Cartan elements of psu(1, 1|2).
Although the monodromy matrix itself is an analytic function of the spectral parameter
(except for an essential singularity at x = 0), its eigenvalues are not. In the defining superma-
trix representation,M(x) is a 4×4 supermatrix. The Cartan generators are diagonal matrices,
and thus to find quasimomenta we need to diagonalize M(x). The eigenvalues of a 4× 4 ma-
trix are solutions of an algebraic equation of degree four and are thus defined on an algebraic
curve, a four–fold cover of the complex x plane. Indeed, if two eigenvalues coincide at some
point x∗, encircling this point in the complex plane will result in their permutation. Therefore,
the eigenvalues of M(x) may have branch points with the monodromy in the permutation
group. It is convenient to give a more abstract, group-theoretic characterization of possible
monodromies, in terms of quasimomenta. The quasimomenta, by definition, parameterize the
conjugacy class of the monodromy matrix viewed as a group element of PSU(1, 1|2). The set
of conjugacy classes of a (super)Lie group is its maximal torus divided by the Weyl group.
However, the quasimomenta defined in (6.3) map the conjugacy class of M(x) to the Cartan
subalgebra of psu(1, 1|2). The map from the maximal torus / Weyl group to the Cartan al-
gebra is a multivalued map, and consequently pl(x) are multivalued functions of x. We may
make pl(x) single-valued on the complex plane with cuts Cl,i. As soon as we cross the cut Cl,i
(or, better, once we encircle one of its endpoints), the quasimomentum pl(x) undergoes a shift
by 2pinl,i (because the set of conjugacy classes is a torus) and a transformation from the Weyl
group pl(x)→ pl(x)−Almpm(x) (because we need to mod out by Weyl transformations). Here
Alm is the Cartan matrix of psu(1, 1|2).
Additional constraints on the quasimomenta comes from the Z4–symmetry of the coset,
which acts on the Cartan generators of psu(1, 1|2) as
Ω(Hl) = HmSml. (6.4)
more general than the finite gap ones and are parameterized by additional holomorphic functions representing
generic initial data (the values of T±± may be interpreted as specifying part of the initial data). This should be
closely related to an integrability-based solution of the Cauchy problem for classical coset-space sigma models,
which is an interesting open problem.
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Dynkin links
Inversion symmetry links
1
Figure 1: The Dynkin diagram for the Bethe equations. The Dynkin links correspond to the first
term in (6.6). The inversion-symmetry links originate from the second term (A · S), and in our case
are proportional to the Dynkin links.
The constraints of analyticity and the Z4–symmetry result in the following integral represen-
tation for the quasimomenta [39]:
pl(x) = − κlx
x2 − 1 +
∫
dy
ρl(y)
x− y − Slm
∫
dy
y2
ρm(y)
x− 1
y
, (6.5)
where the densities ρl,i(x) are defined on the cuts Cl,i and are determined by a set of singular
integral equations:
Alm −
∫
dy
ρm(y)
x− y − AlkSkm
∫
dy
y2
ρm(y)
x− 1
y
= Alk
κkx
x2 − 1 + 2pinl,i, x ∈ Cl,i. (6.6)
The constants κl could in principle be extracted from the semiclassical analysis of the auxiliary
linear problem for the Lax operator, but they are also constrained by group theory, which will
be sufficient to determine them uniquely in our case. The constraints are:
Slkκk = −κl, κlAlkκk = 0. (6.7)
For the PSU(1, 1|2) coset [33],
A =
 0 −1 0−1 2 −1
0 −1 0
 , S =
 0 0 −10 −1 0
−1 0 0
 , κ = const ·
10
1
 , (6.8)
and the finite-gap integral equations take the form:
2pin1,i =
∫
dy ρ2(y)K(x, y) ,
2κx
x2 − 1 + 2pin2,i = 2−
∫
dy ρ2(y)K(x, y)−
∫
dy ρ1(y)K(x, y)−
∫
dy ρ3(y)K(x, y) ,
2pin3,i =
∫
dy ρ2(y)K(x, y) . (6.9)
with
K(x, y) =
1
x− y +
1
y2
1
x− 1
y
. (6.10)
These equations are schematically depicted in fig. 1. The equation for the bosonic ρ2(x) density
alone (with ρ1, ρ3 set to zero) describes classical strings on S
2 ×Rtime [60], as it should.
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The finite–gap equations characterize classical solutions of the sigma-model in terms of the
spectral data for the Lax operator. The inverse-scattering transformation allows, in principle,
to reconstruct any given solution from its spectral data, but for the most part we are inter-
ested in the conserved charges that the solution carries, and those can be computed from the
quasimomenta.
6.2 Proposal for asymptotic Bethe ansatz equations
for the supercoset sector of states
We can now quantize the above classical Bethe equations using the rules of [56, 57], formulated
for general Z4–cosets in [33]. In quantum theory, the cuts are composed of discrete Bethe
roots, that satisfy a set of functional equations, the Bethe equations. The finite-gap equations
constitute their classical limit, in the situation when the number of roots is large, and the
distance between nearby roots is small such that their distribution can be characterized by a
continuous density.
For strings in AdS5×S5, it was possible to reconstruct the quantum Bethe equations from
their classical counterpart with the help of extra information from the underlying spin chain
[57]. The same approach worked also for the AdS4×CP 3 background [58]. In the present case
the spin chain description of the dual CFT is not known, but one may observe that the set of
rules to convert classical finite–gap equations to quantum Bethe equations follows a uniform
model-independent pattern. The same pattern arises in the case at hand, since the structural
elements that appear in the finite-gap equations are similar. We may thus apply the same set
of rules to convert the classical finite-gap equations into the quantum Bethe equations.
The basic variable of quantum Bethe ansatz is the rapidity u, which is related to the
spectral parameter by the Zhukowsky transformation
x +
1
x
= u. (6.11)
The dependence on the sigma-model coupling enters through the shifted variables
x± +
1
x±
= u± i~, (6.12)
where “the Planck constant” ~ is a function of the sigma-model coupling, (TR2)−1 = 2piα′
R2
(with R being the AdS radius) which is not determined by the integrability of the model; we
can only say that ~ coincides with the coupling up to possible higher–order α′ corrections, i.e.
~ = 2piα′
R2
+O(α′2).
The Zhukowsky variables determine the momentum and energy of a single worldsheet
excitation:
e i~p =
x+
x−
, ~ε =
i
x+
− i
x−
+ 1. (6.13)
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The rapidities of individual excitations in a multiparticle state satisfy a set of Bethe equations:
1 =
∏
k
x1,j − x+2,k
x1,j − x−2,k
1− 1
x1,jx
−
2,k
1− 1
x1,jx
+
2,k
,
(
x+j,2
x−j,2
)L
=
∏
k 6=j
x+j,2 − x−k,2
x−j,2 − x+k,2
1− 1
x+j,2x
−
k,2
1− 1
x−j,2x
+
k,2
σ4BES(uj,2, uk,2)
×
∏
k
x−2,j − x1,k
x+2,j − x1,k
1− 1
x+2,jx1,k
1− 1
x−2,jx1,k
∏
k
x−2,j − x3,k
x+2,j − x3,k
1− 1
x+2,jx3,k
1− 1
x−2,jx3,k
,
1 =
∏
k
x3,j − x+2,k
x3,j − x−2,k
1− 1
x3,jx
−
2,k
1− 1
x3,jx
+
2,k
. (6.14)
The BES/BHL scattering phase σBES(u, v) [61, 62] (see [63] for a review) is a fairly complicated
function of the rapidities. It admits the following integral representation [64]:
σBES(u, v) = exp
(
−i
∑
r,s=±
χ(xr, ys)
)
,
χ(x, y) =
i
4pi2
∮
|z|=1,|w|=1
dz dw
(x− z)(y− w) ln
Γ
(
1 + i
2~
(
z + 1
z
− w − 1
w
))
Γ
(
1− i
2~
(
z + 1
z
− w − 1
w
)) . (6.15)
The above Bethe equations are supposed to describe the spectrum of the string in the light-
cone gauge defined by the geodesic of a massless particle spinning around S2. The parameter
L that enters the left-hand-side of the equations is the angular momentum of the ground state
(L = J). Once x±2,k are determined, the light-cone energy of the string states for a given
collection of Bethe roots is computed by28
E =
1
~
∑
k
(
i
x+2,k
− i
x−2,k
+ 1
)
. (6.16)
The physical states should satisfy the level matching (zero-momentum) condition:∏
k
x+2,k
x−2,k
= e i~Ptot ≡ 1. (6.17)
Only the roots on the middle node of the Dynkin diagram (u2 roots) carry energy and mo-
mentum. The other two types of roots are auxiliary. They just change the flavor composition
of the state. These roots are fermionic in the sense that adding an odd number of u1 and u3
roots produces a fermion.
We should stress that the above Bethe ansatz equations have not been derived from first
principles but rather conjectured, building upon structural analogy with other AdS back-
grounds. It is a straightforward, albeit lengthy, exercise to show that in the classical limit
28The full AdS energy contains also the “vacuum” L = J term.
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~→ 0, the quantum Bethe equations (6.14) reduce to the classical finite-gap equations (6.9),
with the densities defined by
ρl(x) = 2~
∑
k
x2l,k
x2l,k − 1
δ (x− xl,k) . (6.18)
Hence the conjectured equations correctly capture the classical spectrum of the string (this
however by construction). It would be important to test them beyond the classical approxi-
mation.
Let us check that the Bethe equations (6.14) reproduce the BMN spectrum from sec. 5.1.
Their simplest solution is a solitary u2 root. According to (6.16), (6.17) and (6.12), at ~→ 0
it describes a worldsheet excitation with the momentum and energy
p =
2x2
x22 − 1
, ε =
x22 + 1
x22 − 1
, (6.19)
which in fact parameterize the dispersion relation of a relativistic particle with mass m2 = 1.
The Bethe equations reduce to the quantization condition for the momentum: p = 2pin/~L.
This is consistent with the light-cone quantization, in which the length of the string is given
by its centre-of-mass momentum in the target space: Length = 2piα′L/R2 = L~.
The Bethe equations admit solutions with the u1 and/or u3 roots added to the solitary u2
root. The Bethe equations determine the positions of the auxiliary roots:
x1,3 =
x+2 + x
−
2
x+2 x
−
2 + 1
≈ 2x2
x22 + 1
. (6.20)
These roots change the quantum numbers of the string state without changing its energy. The
1 − 2 and 2 − 3 complexes are fermions and the 1 − 2 − 3 complex is a boson. The single
type–2 root describes the transverse mode of the string on S2, the 1−2−3 stack describes the
AdS2 mode, and the two fermionic solutions correspond to the two coset fermions that survive
the kappa-symmetry gauge fixing. We thus reconstruct the 2b + 2f massive BMN modes but
are obviously missing the 6b + 6f massless modes, which correspond to the string fluctuations
in the T 6 directions and their superpartners. At the moment we do not understand how to
include these modes in the Bethe ansatz framework.
7 Remarks on semiclassical strings in AdS2 × S2 × T 6
As in the AdS5 × S5 case, one may try to check the above Bethe–ansatz based solution for
the string spectrum against direct superstring predictions in the limit of large (semiclassical)
values of charges.
Already at the string tree level one may compare the corresponding (Landau–Lifshitz–type)
effective action following, for coherent states, from the “one-loop” spin chain Hamiltonian
formally associated to the Bethe ansatz in (6.14) to the corresponding “fast-string” (J  1)
limit of the string action. The two are known to match [65] in the AdS5 × S5 case due to a
special non-renormalization property of the leading order correction in the large J limit.
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For example, let us consider classical strings moving in the S2 subspace. Following the
discussion in Section 5.2 of [66] and eliminating “fast” angular coordinates from the phase-
space string action on Rt × S2 one finds that it reduces to the same Landau–Lifshitz model
that is found, [65], for “slow” coordinates of a fast-moving string in R×S3. In the Rt×S2 case,
however, the two degrees of freedom are the coordinate and momentum of the “slow” degree
of freedom of S2. The same action is known also to emerge from the ferromagnetic XXX1/2
spin chain Hamiltonian (the 1–loop Hamiltonian in the su(2) sector of N=4 SYM theory).
This coincidence is, in fact, in agreement with the structure of the Bethe ansatz proposed
in the previous section: In the formal weak–coupling limit (~ = 2piα′
R2
+ ... → ∞) the central–
node part of the Bethe equations (6.14) takes the same form as for the su(2) Heisenberg spin
chain (or rather SO(3) subsector of the one-loop SO(6) spin chain):29 uj and xj are then of
order ~, x±j = uj ± i~, the BES phase disappears, and only the first term on the r.h.s. of
the second equation in (6.14) contributes. This implies that the same Landau-Lifshitz model
should indeed emerge as a description of the coherent long-wave-length spin-wave states.30
At the one-loop string level one may carry out a comparison between the string theory
predictions for the 1-loop corrections to energies of semiclassical strings moving in the AdS2×S2
part and the predictions of the Bethe ansatz equations (6.14). One may attempt to do this in
general following the approach used in the AdS5×S5 and AdS4×CP 3 cases [67, 68, 69]. This
should provide, in particular, a check of the BES phase factor in (6.14).
It is useful also to look at specific examples of semiclassical quantization of the simplest
string solutions. Let us consider strings moving only in the AdS2×S2 part with the metric given
in (5.3). The corresponding classical solutions can be reconstructed, via Pohlmeyer reduction
[29, 70], from solutions of the N = 2 supersymmetric sine-Gordon theory (whose bosonic part is
the direct sum of the sine-Gordon and sinh-Gordon models). The standard “vacuum” (BMN)
solution, i.e. the massless geodesic wrapping a big circle of S2 is t = ϕ = ντ , ν = J
TR2
, E = J .
It leads (as discussed in Section 5.1) to the small–fluctuation spectrum containing 2 massive
(m = ν) bosonic modes, 2 massive fermionic modes and 6+6 massless modes.
In AdS2 × S2 there is no place for rigid circular string solutions described by rational
functions so the next class of solutions in terms of simplicity are rigid spinning or pulsating
strings described by elliptic functions. One example is the giant magnon [71] (an open string
spinning in S2 with its ends on a big circle) which of course has the same classical dispersion
relation as in the AdS5 × S5 case. The corresponding small fluctuation spectrum can be
analysed as in [72, 73], now starting with the AdS2 × S2 × T 6 superstring action. Instead of
4 massive bosonic fluctuations from AdS5 one finds one from AdS2 with the same stability
angle ν1; instead of 4 bosonic fluctuations from S
5 one gets 1 from S2 with the same stability
angle ν2 = ν1 + 2arccot k (where k is the spatial 2d momentum number); instead of 8 massive
29Here the role of the second spin component of the su(2) sector or number of impurities is played by the
string oscillation number.
30Here we compare (i) Landau-Lifshitz model that comes out of the string phase-space classical action after
isolating a fast degree of freedom and (ii) Landau-Lifshitz model that comes out of a spin chain Hamiltonian
that is suggested to exist by the form of the postulated BA, assuming we formally take the weak coupling limit
there. The matching is then exactly as in the AdS5 × S5 case where we may consider O(3) part of the 1-loop
O(6) subsector of spin chain Hamiltonian, and the matching is effectively due to supersymmetry protection.
It is unclear how such Hamiltonian may come out of the dual CFT in the present AdS2 × S2 case.
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fermionic modes one gets 2 massive fermions from the supercoset part of the action with
ν3 = ν1 + arccot k. In addition, there are 6 decoupled massless T
6 modes and 6 massless
fermions (after κ-gauge fixing). The “non-coset” fermions do not get mass from the RR
coupling term in the quadratic fermionic action (due to the structure of the projector in (3.4)
or (3.19)) while the induced connection term in the covariant derivative (2.2) can be rotated
away. As a result, the 1-loop correction to the string energy (determined by ν1 + ν2 − 2ν3)
vanishes as in the AdS5 × S5 case [73].
Another simple elliptic solution is a folded string rotating around its center of mass in S2
[74]:
t = κτ, θ = θ(σ), ϕ = wτ, θ′2 = κ2 − w2 sin2 θ , (7.1)
sin θ =
√
q sn(wσ|q) , q = sin2 θ0 = κ
2
w2
, w =
2
pi
K(q) , (7.2)
where K is the elliptic integral. In the case of AdSn × Sn × T 10−2n (with n = 5, 3, 2) the
corresponding quadratic fluctuation spectrum can be found by imposing the static gauge on
the fluctuations and turns out to be a simple truncation of the AdS5 × S5 spectrum found in
[75]. It is described by a combination of massive bosonic and fermionic 2d modes with the
following degeneracy × (mass)2
Bosons : AdSn : (n− 1)× κ2;
Sn : 1× κ2[1− 2(κ
2 − w2)
κ2 − w2 sin2 θ ]; (n− 2)× (2w
2 sin2 θ − κ2)
T 10−2n : (10− 2n)× 0
Fermions : 2(n− 1)× w2 sin2 θ; (10− 2n)× 0 . (7.3)
The resulting mass sum rule that checks the 1-loop UV finiteness of the GS string in the static
gauge is then universal in n (see [75])∑
(m2B −m2F ) = 2
(
κ2 − w2 sin2 θ − κ2 κ
2 − w2
κ2 − w2 sin2 θ
)
=
√−gR(2) . (7.4)
Here the coset part decouples from the torus part of the model. This is due, in particular,
to the possibility of rotating away the connection in the covariant derivative in the fermionic
part, i.e. the masses come solely from the RR flux term coupling in the quadratic fermionic
action. The resulting 1-loop correction to the folded string energy in AdS2 × S2 × T 6 can be
computed by direct combination of the expressions given in [75].
A similar analysis can be carried out for the circular pulsating solution on S2 [76] which is
described in conformal gauge by (cf. (7.2))
t = κτ, θ = θ(τ), ϕ = mσ, θ˙2 = κ2 − w2 sin2 θ , (7.5)
sin θ =
√
q sn(mτ |q) , q = sin2 θ0 = κ
2
m2
, w =
2
pi
K(
κ
w
) . (7.6)
For a superstring in AdSn × Sn × T 10−2n (n = 5, 3, 2) the corresponding quadratic fluctuation
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spectrum in the static gauge is again a truncation of the AdS5 × S5 spectrum in [75]:
Bosons : AdSn : (n− 1)× κ2;
Sn : 1× κ2(1− 2
sin2 θ
); (n− 2)× (κ2 − 2m2 sin2 θ)
T 10−2n : (10− 2n)× 0
Fermions : 2(n− 1)× (κ2 −m2 sin2 θ); (10− 2n)× 0 . (7.7)
Again, we get a universal mass sum rule that checks the UV finiteness (see [75])∑
(m2B −m2F ) = 2
(
m2 − κ
2
sin2 θ
)
=
√−gR(2) . (7.8)
As in the previous examples, the masses come only from the RR coupling term and the toroidal
part decouples31 and does not contribute to the 1–loop correction to the string energy.
Given that the Bethe ansatz equations (6.14) were constructed on the basis of the supercoset
part of the string model (i.e. under the assumption of the decoupling of the non–supercoset
parts) this guarantees the agreement between their predictions and the direct superstring
predictions for the 1–loop energies of the above solutions. This agreement should also extend
to the leading strong coupling finite size (TBA) generalization of the asymptotic Bethe ansatz
equations as there should be a direct analog of the analysis in [77]. One may also hope that
higher order (2-loop, etc.) string corrections to energies of semiclassical string solutions in
AdS2×S2 will not be sensitive to contributions of massless toroidal modes. A priori, this may
not apply to the full quantum string spectrum which may be sensitive to finite-size corrections
due to massless modes.
Let us now comment on the case of semiclassical strings moving also in the toroidal part.
In general, the radii ri of T
6 (or, more generally, its constant metric) are free parameters of the
model, in addition to the radius R of AdS2 and S
2. Thus by varying ri/R we may suppress or
enhance the contributions of configurations in which the string is moving in T 6. For example,
we may generalize the above solutions to the case when the c.o.m. of the string moves in S1
of T 6, y ≡ rψ, ψ = pτ, P = r2
α′p. That will generalize the energy relation E = J we had for
the BMN state in S2 as follows:
κ2 = ν2 + γ2p2, i.e. E2 = J2 + γ−2P 2, γ ≡ r
R
. (7.9)
The corresponding fluctuation spectrum was already discussed in Section 5.2. While the
bosonic modes from T 6 remain massless 2 of the non–supercoset–like fermions υ′ get non–
zero mass, i.e. the coset and non–coset sectors no longer decouple.
This non–decoupling will happen also for extended string solutions, e.g., a simple circular
spinning string solution constructed by allowing the string to wind around a big circle of S2
as well as around a circle in T 6 (n and k are integer winding numbers)
t = κτ , θ =
pi
2
, ϕ = wτ + nσ, ψ = pτ − kσ ,
κ2 = w2 + n2 + γ2(p2 + k2) , wm = γ2pk . (7.10)
31From the algebraic curve point of view the 1–loop fluctuation frequencies will come only from the supercoset
part.
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Here again the non-coset fermions will get non-trivial masses and give a non-trivial contribution
to the 1-loop correction to the energy.
Imposing the conformal gauge, the general T 6 solution can be written as ym′ = um′(σ+) +
u˜m′(σ−), σ± = σ±τ , so that T++(T 6) = u′2(σ+), T−−(T 6) = u˜′2(σ−). We may fix the residual
conformal diffeomorphisms by assuming that T++(AdS2) = T−−(AdS2) = −µ2 =const. Then
the Virasoro conditions T
(tot)
±± = 0 imply that
T++(S
2) = (µ2 − u′2) ≡ h2(σ+) , T−−(S2) = (µ2 − u˜′2) ≡ h˜2(σ−) . (7.11)
Since the T±±(S2) components are now non-constant, as was already mentioned in Section 6,
in the case when the string moves in T 6 one cannot describe the corresponding AdS2×S2×T 6
solutions using the finite gap construction.
Let us mention that a related problem appears also when one tries to apply the Pohlmeyer
reduction approach to describe such string solutions. Instead of the sinh-Gordon theory plus
the standard sine-Gordon theory as found in the AdS2 × S2 case one now ends up with
L = ∂+χ∂−χ− µ
2
2
cosh 2χ+ ∂+ϕ∂−ϕ+
1
2
h(σ+)h˜(σ−) cos 2ϕ . (7.12)
In the equation for ϕ one can formally replace h(σ+)h˜(σ−) by a constant performing a conformal
redefinition of σ±. The result will be the sine–Gordon equation on a complicated 2d domain,
determined by functions that parameterize the T 6 solution.
8 Conclusion
In this paper we considered GS superstrings in AdS2 × S2 × T 6 backgrounds that represent
consistent embeddings of AdS2×S2 space-time into critical string theory. We have shown that
the full 10d structure of the superstring theory cannot be captured just by its effective AdS2×S2
“supercoset” part described by an integrable sigma–model on PSU(1, 1|2)/SO(1, 1) × U(1),
though the latter is, indeed, a consistent classical truncation of the full theory. Nevertheless,
we have provided direct evidence for the classical integrability of the complete theory by
constructing the Lax representation of its equations of motion to the second order in fermions.
In general, the T 6 sector does not decouple from the AdS2 × S2 one due to non-zero RR
flux components along the T 6 directions which couple derivatives of the T 6 coordinates to
the GS fermions. We illustrated this in the example of the second BMN limit in Section 5.2.
Still, for strings moving only in the AdS2× S2 subspace the decoupling does take place at the
one-loop level (Section 7) and that may extend to all orders in the semiclassical (large-charge)
expansion.
For the part of the string spectrum which is associated with the supercoset sector we have
proposed Bethe equations that are of the asymptotic Bethe ansatz type. They are supposed to
describe quantum states with sufficiently large quantum numbers up to exponential corrections.
In other words, they describe the string sigma–model on an infinite plane rather than on a
cylinder (the length of the string in the light-cone gauge is proportional to its light–cone
momentum, and if the light–cone momentum is large, the internal length of the string goes to
infinity). Application of a more general TBA or Y–system framework (see [78] for a review) to
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this theory will likely require understanding the massless T 6 modes and the non–coset fermionic
excitations of the string that we have ignored in our analysis of the Bethe equations.
The super AdS2×S2 background is one of the few GS–type cosets, which are simultaneously
integrable and conformal. Other possible candidates that contain an AdS2 factor are AdS2 ×
S2 × S2 and AdS2 × S3 [30]. It would be interesting to find critical string backgrounds which
contain these cosets as consistent truncations. It would be also of interest to verify if the
fermionic T-duality of the supercoset model [26] persists in the presence of the non-supercoset
fermions.
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Appendix A. Main notation and conventions
We assume the metric to have the ‘almost plus’ signature (−,+, · · · ,+). Generically, the
tangent space vector indices are labeled by letters from the beginning of the Latin alphabet,
while letters from the middle of the Latin alphabet stand for curved (world) indices. The
spinor indices are labeled by Greek letters. The direct product AdS2×S2×T 6 is parametrized,
respectively, by the coordinates xm (m = 0, 1), xmˆ (mˆ = 2, 3) and ym
′
(m′ = 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9).
Its vielbeins are, respectively, ea = dxm em
a(x) (a = 0, 1), eaˆ = dxmˆ emˆ
aˆ(xˆ) (aˆ = 2, 3) and
ea
′
(y) = dya
′
. The AdS2 curvature is
Rabc
d =
2
R2
ηc[a δ
d
b] , R
ab = − 1
R2
ea eb , (A.1)
where R is the AdS2 radius, and the S
2 curvature is
Raˆbˆcˆ
dˆ = − 2
R2
ηcˆ[aˆ δ
dˆ
bˆ]
, Raˆbˆ =
1
R2
eaˆ ebˆ . (A.2)
The D = 4 gamma–matrices in AdS2 × S2 are
{γa, γb} = 2 ηab , ηab = diag (−,+,+,+) , a = (a, aˆ) (A.3)
γ5 = iγ0 γ1 γ2 γ3, γ5 γ5 = 1 . (A.4)
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The charge conjugation matrix C is antisymmetric, the matrices (γa)αβ ≡ (C γa)αβ and
(γab)αβ ≡ (C γab)αβ are symmetric and γ5αβ ≡ (Cγ5)αβ is antisymmetric, with α, β = 1, 2, 3, 4
being the indices of a 4–dimensional spinor representation of SO(1, 3). These 4 × 4 matrices
can be represented in terms of 2× 2 AdS2 gamma–matrices ρa (a = 0, 1) and the matrices ρaˆ
(ρ2 = σ1, ρ3 = σ3) associated with S2 as
γa = ρa ⊗ 1, γaˆ = γ ⊗ ρaˆ , γ = ρ0ρ1 . (A.5)
8× 8 gamma–matrices associated with T 6 are
{γa′ , γb′} = 2 δa′b′ , δa′b′ = diag (+,+,+,+,+,+) , (A.6)
γ7 =
i
6!
ε a′1a′2a′3a′4a′5a′6 γ
a′1 · · · γa′6 γ7 γ7 = 1 . (A.7)
The charge conjugation matrix C ′ is symmetric and the matrices (γa
′
)α′β′ ≡ (C ′ γa′)α′β′ and
(γa
′b′)α′β′ ≡ (C ′ γa′b′)α′β′ are antisymmetric, with α′, β′ = 1, · · · , 8 being the indices of an
8–dimensional spinor representation of SO(6).
Using the matrices (A.3) and (A.6) one can construct the D = 10 gamma–matrices ΓA as
{ΓA, ΓB} = 2ηAB, ΓA = (Γa, Γa′) , (A.8)
Γa = γa ⊗ 1, Γa′ = γ5 ⊗ γa′ , Γ11 = γ5 ⊗ γ7, a = 0, 1, 2, 3; a′ = 4, · · · , 9 .
The charge conjugation matrix is C = C ⊗ C ′. In this realization the 32–component spinor
Θαα
′
is labelled by the 4–component AdS2×S2 spinor index α and the 8–component T 6 spinor
index α′.
Finally we can introduce a spinor projection operator which projects onto an 8-dimensional
subspace of the 32-dimensional space of spinors as follows
P8 = 1
8
(2− iJa′b′Γa′b′γ7) , (A.9)
where Ja′b′ is the Ka¨hler form on T
6.
Appendix B. Enlarged psu(1, 1|2) superalgebra
The psu(1, 1|2) superalgebra has the following conventional form. Its bosonic SO(2, 1)×SO(3)
subalgebra is generated by translations Pa = (Pa, Paˆ) and SO(1, 1) × SO(2) rotations Mab =
(Mab,Maˆbˆ) in AdS2 × S2
[Pa, Pb] = −1
2
Rab
cdMcd , [Mab, Pc] = ηacPb − ηbcPa,
[Mab,Mcd] = ηacMbd + ηbdMac − ηbcMad − ηadMbc , (B.1)
where
Rab
cd = (Rab
cd, Raˆbˆ
cˆdˆ) = (
2
R2
δc[aδ
d
b],−
2
R2
δcˆ[aˆδ
dˆ
bˆ]
) (B.2)
is theAdS2×S2 curvature. The fermionic part of PSU(1, 1|2) is generated by eight Grassmann–
odd operators QαI carrying the index α = 1, 2, 3, 4 of a spinorial representation of SO(1, 1)×
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SO(2) and the vector index I = 1, 2 of the group SO(2) of external automorphisms of
PSU(1, 1|2).32 The generators Q satisfy the following (anti)commutation relations
[Pa, QI ] =
1
2R
εIJ QJγγa , [Mab, Q] = −1
2
Qγab , [T, QI ] =
1
2
εIJ QJ , (B.3)
{QI , QJ} = 2i δIJ γa Pa + iR
2
εIJ γ
ab γ Rab
cdMcd , (B.4)
where the spinorial indices are suppressed, γa and γ = γ0γ1 are theD = 4 gamma matrices with
AdS2×S2 indices and T is the generator of the external SO(2) automorphism of PSU(1, 1|2).
As we will see below, from a ten-dimensional point of view it is natural to include T, even
though it is not an element of psu(1, 1|2).
Since the GS formulation of the string in AdS2×S2×T 6 uses, a priori, D = 10 notation and
32–component spinors, we have found it convenient to formally lift the psu(1, 1|2) superalgebra
to ten dimensions and enlarge it with additional generators Pa′ and Ma′b′ of the U(1) isometries
and SO(6) rotations in T 6. The psu(1, 1|2) superalgebra enlarged in such a way looks very
similar to the OSp(6|4) superalgebra in the form used in [32]. This similarity allows us to use
the same gamma–matrix identities as those found in [36] for the AdS4 × CP 3 case.
To rewrite the psu(1, 1|2) superalgebra in a formally D = 10 covariant form we replace
the D = 4 gamma–matrices with their D = 10 counterparts ΓA and represent the 8 fermionic
generators QαI as 32–component spinors subject to the 8–dimensional projection
Q = P8Q , (B.5)
with P8 having 8 non–zero eigenvalues and satisfying the commutation relations (3.6) and
(3.7).
The following reasoning demonstrates the relation between the P8–projected 32–component
spinor Qαα′ with the two 4–component AdS2 × S2 spinors QαI . The projector P8 and Γ(3),
introduced in eq. (3.20), commute and can be simultaneously diagonalized. Because the
projector P8 also commutes with the 6d chirality γ7, while Γ(3) anti–commutes with it, the
eigenvalues of P8 (in the 6d spinor space) are doubly degenerate, each pair having opposite
values of Γ(3). On the other hand, P8 and Γ(3) commute with Γa and thus leave the 4d spinor
index α intact. Thus, under the action of P8, the 6d spinor index α′ then reduces to the
binary index I = 1, 2 that labels the eigenvalues of Γ(3) and is associated with the SO(2)–
automorphism.
From the D = 10 perspective the external SO(2) automorphism of psu(1, 1|2) becomes
an Abelian subgroup of the group SO(6) of rotations of the T 6–torus associated with the
Ka¨hler form Ja′b′ on T
6. Namely, the SO(2) generator T = 1
6
Ja
′b′Ma′b′ can be regarded as the
part of Ma′b′ which acts non–trivially on Q. Rewriting the commutator [T,Q] of eq. (B.3) in
ten–dimensional notation we have
[T, Q] = − i
2
Qγ7P8 ⇒ [Ma′b′ , Q] := − i
2
Ja′b′Qγ
7P8 = −1
2
QΓa′b′P8, (B.6)
where
γ7 = iΓ4 · · ·Γ9 (B.7)
32This group should not be confused with the SO(2) rotations of S2 which is part of PSU(1, 1|2).
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is the product of the six gamma–matrices with T 6 indices. In (B.6) we have used the gamma–
matrix identities
P8Γa′b′P8 = iJa′b′γ7P8, γ7P8 = P8γ7 and P8γ7P8 := iε⊗ 1.
The last expression relates the 2× 2 antisymmetric matrix ε of eqs. (B.3) and (B.4) times the
unit 4× 4 spinor matrix in AdS2 × S2 with the P8–projected matrix γ7, eq. (B.7).
Now, let us note that Q commutes with the generators Pa′ of the U(1) isometries of T
6.
Then, since P8Γa′P8 ≡ 0, the zero commutator [Pa′ , Q] can be written as
[Pa′ , Q] =
i
2R
Qγγ7Γa′P8 ≡ 0,
where now γ = Γ0Γ1 = γ01 ⊗ 1 is the product of D = 10 gamma–matrices carrying AdS2
indices. Taking all this into account we can write the enlarged psu(1, 1|2) superalgebra in the
following form
[PA, PB] = −1
2
RAB
CDMCD , [MAB, PC ] = ηACPB − ηBCPA ,
[MAB,MCD] = ηACMBD + ηBDMAC − ηBCMAD − ηADMBC , (B.8)
[PA, Q] =
i
2R
Qγγ7ΓAP8 , [MAB, Q] = −1
2
QΓABP8 ,
{Q,Q} = 2i(P8ΓAP8)PA + R
2
(P8ΓABγγ7P8)RABCDMCD , (B.9)
where MAB = (Mab,Maˆbˆ,Ma′b′) and PA = (Pa, Paˆ, Pa′) are the generators of Lorentz-transfor-
mations and translations in AdS2, S
2 and T 6, respectively, and
RAB
CD = (Rab
cd, Raˆbˆ
cˆdˆ, 0) = (
2
R2
δc[aδ
d
b],−
2
R2
δcˆ[aˆδ
dˆ
bˆ]
, 0) (B.10)
is the curvature tensor of AdS2 × S2 × T 6.
To recapitulate, the above form of the psu(1, 1|2) superalgebra is convenient for our pur-
poses since it is formulated in a D = 10 covariant way and takes a form very similar to that
of OSp(6|4) [36, 32].
Appendix C. Basic relations for the Killing vectors on
symmetric spaces G/H
Let KM(X) or KA(X) = eA
M(X)KM(X) be the Killing vectors of a D–dimensional symmetric
space G/H, where M are world indices and A are tangent space indices. The Killing vectors
KM(X) take values in the algebra of the isometry group G and the one–forms K = dX
M KM
satisfy the Maurer–Cartan equations
dK = −2K ∧K , dK ∧K = K ∧ dK = −2K ∧K ∧K . (C.1)
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The following relations also hold
[∇A,∇B]KC = −RABCDKD , ∇AKB = [KA, KB],
∇A∇BKC = [∇AKB, KC ] + [KB,∇AKC ] = [∇AKB, KC ]− [∇AKC , KB] = −2RA[BC]DKD,
[∇AKB, KC ] = [[KA, KB], KC ] = −RABCDKD,[
[KA, KB], [KC , KD]
]
= RAB[C
F [KD], KF ]−RCD[AF [KB], KF ] ,
where RABC
D is the curvature of the symmetric space G/H.
Appendix D. Equations of motion from flatness
of the Lax connection
We have seen that the Lax connection defined in (2.15)–(2.19) is indeed flat for the type IIA
and IIB superstring on AdS2 × S2 × T 6 with RR–flux, provided that the equations of motion
are satisfied. To have integrability the opposite should also hold, i.e. requiring flatness of the
Lax connection should imply the equations of motion for the string. Here we will show that
this is indeed the case.
Computing the curvature of the Lax–connection defined in (2.15)–(2.19), (2.21) and (2.25)
without using the equations of motion we get
dL− LL = α2(∇ ∗ JA − eD ∗ JBCRBCDA)KA − i
2
α2(1 + α1)ΘΓ
AB/eDΘ∇AKB
+(−1)ν i
2
α22ΘΓ
ABΓˆ/eDΘ∇AKB − i
2R
α2β2 Ξ/eDΘ− (−1)ν i
2R
α2β1 ΞΓˆ/eDΘ , (D.1)
where ν = 1(0) for type IIA(B) and
/eDΘ = ∗eA ΓADΘ− eA ΓAΓˆDΘ (D.2)
is the quantity that is set to zero by the fermionic equations of motion.
Since the coefficients are all independent (they are different functions of the spectral pa-
rameter) each term has to vanish separately. The vanishing of the first term implies
∇(∗eA + iΘΓA ∗E + iΘΓAΓˆE− i
8
∗ eB ΘΓA /FΓBΘ− i
8
eB ΘΓAΓˆ/FΓBΘ)− eD ∗ JBCRBCDA = 0 ,
(D.3)
which, using (2.9), is equal to the bosonic equations of motion (2.5).
The vanishing of the last two terms in the curvature implies the P8 projection of the
fermionic equations of motion,
P8/eDΘ = 0 . (D.4)
We thus get eight fermionic equations of motion associated with the supercoset fermions ϑ.
To single out the remaining 24 fermionic equations we notice that there are two other terms
in (D.1) which have to vanish:
ΘΓab/eDΘ (D.5)
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and
ΘΓabΓˆ/eDΘ , (D.6)
where (ab) = (01), (23) (note that the covariant derivative of T 6–translation Killing vec-
tors ∇a′Kb′ vanishes so the corresponding terms are absent). Using the P8 projection of
the fermionic equation of motion, which we already found, we get the conditions
υΓ01(1−P8)/eDΘ = υΓ23(1−P8)/eDΘ = υΓ01(1−P8)Γˆ/eDΘ = υΓ23(1−P8)Γˆ/eDΘ = 0 . (D.7)
This does not directly imply the missing 24 fermionic equations of motion. Instead we get
∗ ((1− P8)/eDΘ) = Mυ , (D.8)
where the matrix M has to be such that the four terms in (D.7) vanish. It is easy to see that
there are non-zero M which satisfy this condition. For example, we could take, in the type
IIA case, M ∼ γΓa′ or M ∼ ΓabˆΓa′b′c′ . It would seem from this analysis that the flatness of the
Lax connection does not imply the equations of motion for the non-coset fermions but only
the weaker condition (D.8). There is, however, one more condition that we have yet to impose.
We can write the equation (D.8) together with (D.4) as
∗ (/eDΘ) = (1− P8)Mυ . (D.9)
The left-hand-side of this equation is annihilated by the projection matrix 1
2
(1 + Γ) with
Γ =
1
2
√−hε
ijei
Aej
BΓABΓ11 , (D.10)
where hij is the induced worldsheet metric (when M = 0 this is simply the statement of
kappa-symmetry). Therefore, we find the condition
(1 + Γ)(1− P8)Mυ = 0 . (D.11)
From (D.8) we also have P8M = 0. These two conditions imply that
0 = [1 + Γ,P8]Mυ = [Γ,P8]Mυ . (D.12)
From the expressions for Γ and P8 in (D.10) and (A.9) it follows that for generic motions of
the string the commutator [Γ,P8] is non–degenerate and this equation therefore implies that
M = 0. When this is the case eq. (D.9) reduces to the fermionic equations of motion of the
string, (2.6).
There are certain “singular” configurations (e.g., when the string moves only in the AdS2×
S2 subspace with no motion along the T 6-directions), for which [Γ,P8] = 0 as a consequence
of the form of Γ in (D.10) and the fact that P8 involves only T 6 gamma–matrices. For these
“singular” motions of the string we can not use the above argument to conclude that M = 0.
However, we do not expect this kind of a singularity in the Lax connection for certain motions
of the string, i.e. the limit taken to get a “singular” solution from the generic one should
be smooth. So the natural conclusion is that M should be zero regardless of the solution
of the bosonic equations of motion. This is also supported by the fact that if we take into
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consideration the Noether currents associated with rotational isometries in T 6, the conservation
of these currents will require the matrix M in (D.9) to vanish. Unfortunately, it seems that it
is not possible to include these currents directly into the Lax connection, since their presence
breaks the flatness of the latter. This subtlety did not appear in the AdS4×CP 3 case considered
in [32].
We have therefore shown that the string equations of motion indeed follow from the flatness
of the proposed Lax connection (to quadratic order in fermions) although there is a subtlety
with certain “singular” classical string solutions.
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